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The present thesis is a comparative literary study of Sir Thomas Maiory's &
Morte Darthur and Marion Zimmer Bradley's The Mists of Avalon in light of gender issues

and their impact on social dynamics. The work aixns at defïning the evolution of gender
ideology that is inherent in each literary text. In order to attain this goai, the study de&
with four literary elements, namely, characterization, setting, symbolism, and narrative

voice. The results of this study show that Malory in his text first describes a utopia that
embodies patriarchal values whereas BradIey begins her own work with a utopia that
defends matriarchal ideals. Furthermore, an analysis of the four elements of fiction in both

manuscripts reveals that Bradley's and Malùry's respective gender ideologies evolve and
that their differing gender utopias disintegrate to ailow the narratives to express another
gender viewpoiut, one that is egalitarian.

To m y two grandmothers, Phan thi Xuyên and Ngô thi Hiên,
whose strength and bravery have been an inspiration

La présente thèse est une étude littéraire comparée sur Le Morte Darthur de Sir

Thomas Malory et sur The Mists of Avalon de Marion Zimmer Bradley en ce qui a trait à
la problématique des sexes et Ieur impact sur la dynamique sociale. Ce travail a pour but de
définir l'évolution des idéologies concernant le ro Ie des sexes, idéo logies qui sont
inhérentes aux deux textes litt6raires. Pour ce fàire, cette étude se concentre sur quatre
éléments Iittéraires, soit le portrait des personnages, l'ambiance, les symboles et la voix

narrative. Les rEsultats de cette étude démontrent que Malory décrit en premier lieu une
utopie dans son texte qui donne forme à des valeurs patriarcales tandis que Bradley débute
son œuvre avec une utopie qui défend les idéaux matriarcaux. De plus, une analyse des

quatre éléments littéraires présents dans les deux manuscrits révèle que les idéologies
respectives de Bradey et de Malory sur les sexes évoluent et que leurs différentes utopies
se désintègrent pour permettre aux deux récits d'exprimer un autre point de vue sur les
sexes, point de vue qui est égalitariste.

PREFACE

Literature has always k e n an influentid means of co~~l~~lunication,
Through the
ages, the written word bas had many forms, fiom the parchment to the leather-bound book

and the electronic manuscript. However, despite their varied formats, fictional texts always
present a re&i, whether such a reality be the perfect reflection of our environment or no.

By descriiing perspectives, such texts &O inevitably express particular ideals, vahes, and
opinions, even though many literary works are not expressly written to promote any
ideology at all. Those works with ideologies shape the themes of a text. They not only
mirror part of the social environment of an author but also find expression through the
exposure that literature, in all its forms, provides.

Given the influence of literature on our society, it has become important to
analyze literary texts in order to grasp the many types of realities existing in our
environment and to gain knowledge of our human condition. The role ofthe individual
predominates in the scenery of our socio-political environment as a result of the increasing
support for human rights and individual fÎeedom; as the individual becomes less
constrained by social laws, numerous diverging viewpoints and behaviours arise, making
our surroundings edectic. This eclecticism often leads to social confusion and incoherence.

In order to understand the many realities that emerge with the granting of social fieedom
and to better grasp our surroundings, studying dif5erent perspectives through Literature and
its realms has thus become an important task.

In light of this, the present thesis attempts to uncover the social ideologies that are
described in Sir Thomas Malory 's Le Morte Darthur and Marion Zimmer Bradley's The
Mists of Avalon in order to gain knowledge of the values and ideals that form part of these

works. A study of the entire set of themes found in both works would have required

research that would have extended the scope of a graduate master's thesis. This is the
reason why this academic work only focuses on the theme of gender issues. Such issues
form the main theme of BradIey's novel, as her text portrays the utopia of Avalon and its
matriarchal ideology, and they are part of the foundation on which Malory relies to create

his pairiarcfial chivalric world of Camelot. In consequence, a stuc!y of gender viewpoints as
they are presented in both works allows one to understand Morte Darthur and The Mists of
Avalon in the light of their impact on social ideais. With such a reading of these works, it is
hoped that a greater knowledge of gender views as they have existed in the Late Middle
Ages and as they are present in our tirne would hint at how gender ideologies have evolved
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INTRODUCTION

Courtly love is still a debated theme in medievd studies. Among the txail-bIazing
essays on the matter was D.W. Robertson's "The Concept of Courtly Love as an
mediment to the Understanding of Medievai Texts" in 1968. Although Robertson here
states that the concept of courtly love is overused and falsely interpreted, his warning
encourages M e r investigation instead of hindering it'. His warning lies in the belief that
the concept of courtly love as we know it to be is irrelevant to medieval studies. He views
Middle Age texts dealing with cccourtlylove'' as satires themselves of love rather than as
ideaiizations of it. In the light of Robertson's admonition, Andreas Capellanus's ''The
Rules of Courtly Love" [New York, 19691 c m be seen as a sarcastic depiction of passion,

and Sir Philip Sidney's ccAstrophiiand Stella" London, 19311 can be read in a lighter tone.

The many short poems in Sidney's sequence corne to depict an anti-hero whose failure to
control his emotions dto achieve worthy goals is ridiculou. In a period like the Middle
Ages involved with self-discipline, such a code of courtly love becomes an infallible way

'

M. H.Abrarns writes in A Glosçarv of Literary Terrns that courtly love is, "A doctrine about love between
the sexes, includhg an elaborate code governing the relations ofaristocratic lovers, which was widely
represented in the Iyric poems and chkairic r o m c e s of western Europe during'theMiddle Ages" (38). He
M e r defines the code of courtly love as such, "...the Iady is exalteci and worshiped; the lover suis and
repents; and if his f a f i stays steadfast, he may be admitteci at last ïnto the lover's heaven through his lady's
"gift of grace" (38). Thus, the lady is often an archetypal character that exemplifies ideal physical beauty
while being cold and disdainfûl towards the suitor who remains eternaIIy attacheci to his passionate love for
her. Robertson discredits such an interpretation of MedievaI texts. He is not, however, the only one refuting
the concept of courtly love. E. Talbot DonaIdson in Speakinn of Chaucer and Alexander J. Denomy in
Heresv of Courtlv Love have supporteci Robertson's argument.

to spiritual and moral perdition. Ifwe foilow Robertson's argument, this code is not at al1

the pathway to heavedy bliss that several centuries have made it out to be.
That such a concept of courtly love as Robertson rejects might be held to be
relevant in eighteenth and nineteenth-century studies is not denied. But he argues that the
definition of courtly love as we know it today and that we inherited fiom those centuries,
with its idealization of the emotions, was alien to the medieval mind. The fàct that some
twentieth-century medievalists have held to this view of the emotions in courtly love has
stunted, he argues, our analysis of medieval works. Robertson's view of medieval love may

be considered too categorical but it nevertheless pennits us to approach the Middle Ages
texts in a new light. It allows medievalists to make their readings more complex by looking
at other themes than courtly love and by looking at courtly iove itself in another way, Love
can be seen as an emotion more than the code that it has been held to be. Jealousy does not
appear as one of its necessary corner-stones any longer. The lady's suitor is refeased fkom

his slavery. His passion does not entirely consume his body, mind, or sod. If we follow
Robertson through, adultery becomes a sin, and marriage, a serious cornmitment.
Monogamy and loyalty to a lover is preferred over the potential bigarny that Capellanus

seems to advocate. Most importantly, moreover, if we start exarnining the passionate love
of the lovers rather than viewing their affection according to a code, the figures of the lady
and her suitor are converted into complex individuals.
The re-evaluating of the courtly Iove tradition that Robertson's criticism invited
opens the way to a new consideration of the wornan's role in courtly love. Did the
medieval woman possess another role than that of the medieval gender ideals imposed on
her? These ideals, when aggressively promoted, can be considered to be the root of the

fernale stereotyping ofthe woman in medievd literature and a ground for gender
inequality. With Robertson's view of the medieval woman as a fictional character,
however, wornen in medieval literature become fixll- fledged individuals. Already, in the
fiffeenth century, Christine de Pizan began a debate over the depiction of women in Le

Roman de la rose, mainly about the second division, written between 1275 and 1280 by
Jean de Meun. De Pizan, a literary scholar, saw de Meun's work as a satire of the female

gender and therefore accused him of denigrating women. Moreover, she might be seen to

have written didactic texts to enlighten her fellow women, De Pizan, however, cannot be
considered as an early feminist. Her defence of women does not include any ideological
propaganda and proto-feminist ideas, The word C"feminist"indeed did not corne into the

EngIish language until the twentieth cenimy, and its ideology did not appear in Western
culture before Mary Wollstonecrafk's time.
Medieval women therefore appear to have had no abstract ideologies about
themselves. Literacy was available only to a select group of women, and the numeries and
the few elementary schools for women primarily taught o d y rudiment-

reading skills,

although a few women who had taken orders were able to pursue a hkher education,
women such as Hrosvitha, the fkst German female poet and playwright (AB. 935-1000).
The institutions that did teach women emphasized manners, crafts, and elementary

intellectual skills which were usehl for the hident, often a fûture artisan. In a period in
which technology was in its simpler forms (the medievai ages saw the birth of buttons and

of eye gIasses) practicality was the order of the day, as the main p q o s e of living was

survival. In the harsh everyday life of the individual, physical survival was the main
priority, and citizens gave little thought to these abstractions. In reality, medieval women
were powerful people who could replace their husbands on all levels at every crisis. This

was to ensure the &val

of the fkmily, household, and family trade. It shodd not have

k e n surprising to find medieval women like Christine de Pizan working to earn substantial
wages.

However, spiritual and abstract ideologies in medieval culture are quite distinct
fiom such practical living that is mâinIy geared towards physical survival. The Church,
which held a unique position of power throughout the Golden Age of the Crusades and
flourishing religious communities, fought to maintain the image of the saintly woman
while confùsingly reminding its subjects that she was the cause of man's downfall. For
example, John of Salisbury, bishop of Chartres, in his tex& "The Body Social", thought of
the Church as the head of the social hierarchy which he correlated to the human body, and
this reveals the extent to which the Church was granted authority. But the Church was not

the only power: Salisbury directly puts the aristocracy as second in command in his social
hierarchy, and like the C h c h , the aristocracy elevated women, but it did so instead to
promote the ideal of physical and moral perfection. The troubadours, trouvères'
Minnesingers, and Stilnovisti based their songs on this aristocratie gender ideal to promote
the adoration of the figure of the lady. Therefore, there is a distinct contrat between
Medieval abstract ideologies of gender roles and the reality of Medieval life that demands a
practical system of values and behaviours.
Given the dichotomy between the perhaps misleading general early twentiethcentury conception of courtly love as an ideal and what the medieval woman was really

like in her own thes, it is not surprising to find that our interpretations of chantaers in
medievd literature follow two trends. A number of traditional critics view the knight as the
archetypal proto-gentleman and the lady as the ethereal figure of perfection. But others
oppose this view by arguing that the characters are in tact presented as human beings.
These latter critics argue that these medieval humans are spurred to emulate the ideal states
promoted by the Church and the aristocracy, but they do not embody them. Such an
interpretation lends itselfwell to our own contemporary feminist studies which set out,
arnong other things, to take female characters out of the mould that they are traditionally
put into. Lindsay E. Holicheck argues that Sir Thomas Malory's Le Morte Darthur portrays

a complex Queen Gwenevere. The queen's jealousy c m be viewed as an all-too-human
trait, and Malory's portrayal can be said to overcome the barriers of medieval archetypes.

Moreover, although Morgan le Fey, who steals Excalibur fiom Arthut, traditionally
represents the archetypai sinful woman, it can be argued that she is here a powerful
individual with unquenchable desires. Even Elaine of Astolat actively seeks Lancelot's
love and fights for respect as she makes her decision to die and escape her unrequited love
a non-negotiable one.

Yet despite this re-assessrnent of Malory's characterizations in Le Morte Darthur,
Marion Zimmer Bradley, in her modem novel The Mists of Avalon, vnitten in 1982, feels
the need to re-work the legend to provide a greater narrative space to Arthurïan womea
Bradley's novel presents King Arthur as a mere pawn to Avalon, the mythic mini-kingdom

of his Iegend, which is ruled by the Lady of the Lake, V ~ a n eViviane's
.
presence
permeates Bradley's novel and h a u t s the characters until the final retreat of the OId Ways,
the code of a dying matriarcha1 culture which Bradley attributes to an eady CeItic heritage.
Bradley presents in her novef her own version o f CeItic paganism and o f its d o d d ,
which in her work seems to exist in dl the British isles. The dates of the existence of this
paganism in Bradley's novel are a mystery and its religion is somewhat raised to a mythic
state since the historical setting Bradley uses is itselfa myth. Bradley's historicai take, as
Carrol L. Fry states, is influenced by the modem neo-paganism found today among
followers of a goddess often called Gaia Fry observes that there are, however, diverging
beliefs within the religion, which results in various contemporq sects. Yet a l i of them
have a similar goal: to uphoId the Old Ways, that is, to secure the religious heritage that is
believed to have existed in Britain before the rise of Christianity. In Bradley's The Mists of
Avalon, the Old Ways are known to most individuals as paganism, and the mythic ide of
Avalon, which is mled by the priestesses and supported by the druids, is desperately
seeking to maintain its presence in Britain. As depicted in the novel, the new religion,
Christianity, rises in power and forces the OId Ways to disappear h t o the mists. Bradley
sets out to provide a point of view that is feminist. Women of the Oid Ways hold powers
(even supernaturd ones), and this is contrasted with the new religion which renders them
passive. This con£lict between the old and new customs sets the main theme of the novel
until the concluding defeat of paganism. In the end, the dmidic goddess whom Morgaine
worships is still present in all of Britain but is accessibIe only through Christian concepts.
Therefore Avalon's utopia and its propagation of an idealized fernale gender dissipate in
myth as Bradley at the end of her novel adopts the egalitarian view of gender relations.

The Mists of Avalon is not Bradley's only propagandistic feIilùiist novel. Her
earlier writing also helps to clarify her view of legendary medieval womanhood. In her
science-fiction novel, The Ruins of Isis, written in 1980, the fictional world that she creates
is a feminiçt utopia. Women live independently of men. They are the creators and authonty
of the planets. On the other hand, men are seen as objects. The novel's utopia is studied in
Libby F a k Jones' and Sarah Webster Goodwin's Feminism. Utopia and Narrative. Yet, as

is argued in this volume of essays, it seerns that for Bradley the feminist hope, desire, and

concept of female rule only exists in fiction, Her historical novels seemingly deal with the
gender debate only to point out the injustice of extreme patriarchy. They fail to offer a
solution to the problem of gender domination. For example, her re-working of the Ml of
Troy centred on the Me of the prophetess Kassandra (Bradley's spelling) in , m e Firebrand
(1987) can be seen as a device to highlight that destructive character of rigid patriarchy.
Kassandra's words fall on deafears not only because of a godly punishment but most
importantly because of her social position in Troy as a womanHowever, in The Lady of Avalon (1998)' Bradley's Iast novel about a mythic neopaganism, this argument over patriarchy and female subjection is less gresent. The
propaganda tone is much less in evidence. The novel depicts the lives of a High Priestess

and a male monarch named the King Stag, and its narrative is a harmonious cyclic one. The
novel spans from A.D. 96 to GD, 452, that is, f?om the tirne of Avalon's creation to the
coronation of Viviane as the Lady of the Lake. The novel is written in three parts, and each
one relates the reincarnations of three main characters, two women and a nian, or the Lady
of the Lake, her heiress, and the King Stag, all of them being eminent figures of the
religion of the Oid Ways as Bradley views it. The three figures have the purpose to serve
the land and to protect its people; but they fail to do so and they must therefore be reborn in

order to complete their task. Yet at the end ofthe novel, the reincarnation cycle of the three
figures is finaUy broken since it is predicted that a supreme King Stag, i-e. Arthur, WU be
boni and will etemally secure the religion of the Old Ways. In terms of plot structure,
Lady of Avalon of 1998 therefore chronologically paves the way for our understanding of

Bradley's previously published noveI The Mists of Avalon

In The Lady of Avalon, the narration shifts between omniscient voices that are male
or female according to thematic dichotomies (passivity/activity, instinct/reason,
emotion~stoicism)linked with gender identity. Bradley here does not concentrate on the
injustice of a prejudiced patriarchy, and her motives are little concerned with obtauling or
maintainhg gender supremacy. The characters are ail bound to the land and they seek
mainly to overcome an inner confiict between duty and individual need. Bradley here
presents a picture more or less already realized of egalitarian gender relations. How much

this egalitarian relationship is achieved in The Lady of Avalon is brought out by a
cornparison with her previous novel m e n five years earlier, The Forest House (1993), in
which this peace is shown to be threatened by Roman impenalism. In this novel, the House
of Maidens, the antecedent settlement to Avalon, is threatened by the invasion of Roman
settlers with its clearly domhating patriarchal mentality. Imperialism proves to be too
strong for the defenders of the Old Ways, and the main character, Eilan the High Priestess,

as weU as Gaius her Roman-British lover, dies in sacrifice to the land. The settlement is
bumed. In the end, the only female suMvor of the house flees the island to buiId Avalon.
Bradley here portrays a gender battle briefly fought and almost admits the compIete defeat
of gender equalitty until she shows a ray of hope through her character, Caillean, and her
vision to estabiish Avalon.

The Mists of Avalon of L 982 is the first of Bradley' s historical works, and the later
ones, The Firebrand. The Forest House., and The Ladv of Avalon, help u s to understand its
importance. Not surprisingly, the themes of gender and cultural domination in The Mists of
Avalon are emphasized as an element which infiuences its characterïzation and plot
structure. Bradley sets out to communicate a clear and concise message in it. AU types of

patriarchy are linked to cultural and religious domination, and this leads to the apparent
downfàll of the Old Ways, a religion in which maûiarchy takes an active part. A gender
battle is inevitable. Ironically, two f e d e figures, Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar (Bradley's
spelling for Gwenevere), corne to dominate the narrative. By contrast, eariier versions of
the Arthurian legend, in art or in nineteenth or even twentieth-centuy fiction, do not

actively defend the acts of either Gwenevere or Morgaine le Fey. For example, Lady
Charlotte Guest in her erudite editing and translation of The Mabinogion (1877) is silent
when sexuality needs to be openly dealt with. Then, Julia Margaret Cameron's
photography for AEed Lord Tennyson's Id~llsof the King (1842-1 888) seems to defend
female sexual fkeedom, but as Marion Wynne Davies points out, Cameron, who is Virginia
Woolfs great-aunt, instead tends to promote women's passivity as their freedom. Cameron

uses the contemplative gaze for a sitter who takes no active part in the photographer's
eroticized viewer-sitter relation. An early lyrical but equally unsuccessful attempt to fiee
Gwenevere fiom social constraints was aiso made by Wiiliam Morris in his "The Defence

of Gwenevere" (1858). Morris argued that Gwenevere's adultery is nonetheless redeemable
because, as a human flaw, it was perpetrated in ignorance. Morris's character of
Gwenevere transcends the figure of the sinless woman. Although she asserts her loyalty
and redemption, Gwenevere is saved only by the sudden appearance of Lancelot at the very
end of her argument. Morris fails completely to defend the character. Yet in order to
understand female behaviour, any depiction of women needs to be fkee fiom the sexual
image which moulds them. BradIey's feminist version of the legend in The Mists of
Avalon is indeed fiee Tom such constra.int.
But however interesthg Bradley's The Mists of Avalon might be for feminist
studies, only a few scholarly studies have been made of it, and much less has been done on

her later Arthurian noveIs, The Forest House and The Lady of Avalon. Libby Falk Jones
and Sarah Webster Goodwin, in editing Feminism, Uto~ia.and Narrative, analyze her
novel The Ruins of Isis (1980) by attributing to it a propagandistic feminist viewpo int.

They descnie Bradley as using the concept of utopia in order to promote matriarchy. Jones
and Goodwin also link the idea of matriarchy and utopia with Marleen Barr's study of Isak

Dinesen's short story, "Babette's Feast," in which Babette's creative genius is a symbol for
the search for true female artîstic integrity and fieedom. Barr argues that Dinesen's other
story 'The Blank Pagey'c m also be seen as a feminist pursuit to obtain artistic voicing, and
she links this pursuit to the quest for a feminist utopia. She refers to this pursuit of artistic

vo icing as "feminist fabulation," and she describes this 'Yerninist fabulationy'as a
secondary genre of writing that allows writers to promote utopic ideals. In Barr's criticism,
utopic ideas form the basis of Barr's criticism and of her particular approach to fictional
reality, and they tramcend the realm of abstract ideology and form part of a concrete,
though fictional, social sphere.
As Barr descnbes it, feminist ideology lends itself well to utopic writing. If in The

Ruins of Isis (1 980) Bradley used the sub-genre of utopic ideas to promote feminist views,
then it can be asked whether she used it again in her re-working of the Arthurian legend.
Utopic writing usudy focuses on fituristic or present realms, and in a utopic narrative the
past can also be used to create an ideal environment, especially when the story is a legend.

If Bradley's art of the novei agrees with Barr's theory, the plot of the Arthurian legend in
her tnlogy can be seen as utopic, mainly because of the creative freedom that its mythic
elements and undehed setting allow. The use of the past in utopic narratives serves to add
credibility to the ideal they champion, and it can be made to support, as in Bradley's
Arthurian trilogy, the existence of a utopia to overcome any doubt about the value of
history itself,
But in spite of the signincance of Jones and Goodwin's treatment of utopic
elements in Bradley's novels, most of the criticism that de& directly with her works is
concemed with the theme of female sexual fieedom. This criticism is also largely
developed in the context of homosexuality to which Bradley alludes in The Mists of
Avalon. Such stuciies inchde particularly James Noble's 'Teminism, Hornosexuality, and
Homophobia in The Mists of Avalon," and Marilyn R Farwell's 'Weterosexual Plots and

Lesbian Subtexts," that both deal with the question of sexual freedom and hmosexuality.
These critics, however, d s e r in their view of Bradley's depiction of homosexuality.

Farwell argues that Bradley, through the homoerotic scenes in Avalon, presents a purely
fernale narrative, fiee fiom the dichotomy of gendered narrative space. Her analysis of the
novel allows her to redefuxe lesbian texts as works in which any dualism (male/fernale,
subject/object, heroheward, active/passive) is transformed into a harmonious sameness.
This fiees the novel from any depiction of women in gendered and socialized modds.
Interestingly, Noble holds the opposite view to FarweU. He argues that Bradley challenges
patriarchy and its encouragement of heterosexuality. He acknowledges that women, in a
seemingiy feminist utopic setting, feel a sense of active power through their sexuality, but
he states that Bradley's depiction of Lancelot's homosexuality is homophobic and is
incoherent with Bradley' s ambition to overcorne stereotypes.
Other critics have considered other topics than fernale sexual fieedom in Bradley's
works. For example, Elizabeth Sklar, in 'Thoroughly Modern Morgan," bas analyzed
Bradley's portrayal of Morgaine, the main character and narrator, in light of gynophobia.
Another critic, Charlotte Spivack, in "Morgan Ie Fey: Goddess or Witch?," has studied the
ambivalent archetypal heritage that we possess of Morgan le Fey. Carrol L. Fry in "The

Goddess Ascending: Ferninist Neo-Pagan Witchcraft in Marion Zimmer Bradley's Novels"
summarizes her interview with Bradley, In this essay Fry argues that neo-pagaaism is a
modem social phenornenon Linked with feminism through its cuit of the goddess. In Sabine
Vok-Bitke's article,

Cyclical Way of the Priestess," the plot structure of Bradley's

The Mists of Avalon is also analyzed. Arnong other critical writings, some essays and
articles have k e n d e n on Bradley's Darkover science-fiction series, but these are few in
number. In short, what Lee AM Tobin writes in her essay on Bradley, mainly that she is an
author who has yet to enjoy academic attention, still holds true now.

By contrast with the crîticism of Bradley's novels, the great number of critical
works on MaIory have of course dealt with the text of Le Morte Darthur. The studies of

MaIory also normaiiy focus on his sources and, more controversially, on his own identity.
Other analyses debate the structure of the Winchester manuscript of Le Morte Darthur, the

question king whether the text s M d be read as a collection of individual tales or a
coherent and unified work. TraditionaUy, scholars used W ' ï a m Caxton's version of
Malory's text, dated 1485. But the discovery of an eariier manuscript showed that Caxton

had made significant changes to the text, aside from stylistic and grammatical corrections.
Discovered in 1934, the Winchester manuscript has therefore become considered as more
reliable than the Caxtonversion, since it is beiieved to be closer to the author's artistic
goals. In fact, its discovery led to most of the now debated issues in Artburian studies, and
it is this manuscript of Le Morte Darthur that is used in this thesis.

However, recent studies also anaIyze Malory's onginality, emphasizing how
Caxton influenced the work, how Malory contributed to the legend, and how his narrative
reflects medieval English culture. In addition, a smaller number of studies have dealt with
Malory's gender depiction. Although these mainly focus on the knights and the social
aspects of chivalry, some essays have studied the authorYsdepiction of women. Of interest
here is Ginger Thornton and Krista May's "Malory as Feminist? the Role of Percival's
Sister in the Grail Quest," which argues that the quest for the Koly Grail is not an
essentidly male enterprise. As well, in S.E. Holbrook's 'Wimue, the Chief Lady of the
Lake, in Malory's Le Morte Darthur," the presence of the female character is stated to be

important in the development of the story. In its discussion of women in this Light, Lindsay

E. Holichek's "Maalory's Gwenevere: After a Long Silence," focuses on Gwenevere as an
important character in the legend, who is seen as a politically agile queen instead of an
adufteress. Another essay, "Mdory's characterization of Elaine of Astolat" by John

Michael Walsh, states that Elaine is indeed a complex figure who is assertive in her wish to
love Lancelot. But such a view contrasts with Martin B. Shichtman's 'EIaine and
Guinevere" and P. J.C. FieId's " T h e and Elaine of Astolat," who both read Malory's
EIaine as being the quintessentid female archetype, one that transcends worldly
constraints. Amid this varied criticism, feminist emphasis on Malory's characterization is
put into question in Geraldine Heng's "Enchanted Ground" where he is criticized for

making the ferninine gender part of a subtext rather than an active force that iduences the
plot structure, In short, after a consideration of al1these often conflicting views of Mdory's
Le Morte Darthur. the debatable question is whether he contributed to the depiction of
women or actualIy promoted conventional contemporary views.

Against the background of this current varied criticism on Malory, Bradley, in her
list of acknowledgements prefaced to The Mists of Avalon, reveals part of her sources for
the novel. These are James Frazer's

The,
the tales of Prince Valliant, Sidney

Lanier's The Tales of K i n Arthur,
~
books on Celtic lore and d,uidic religion as weli as
comparative religion, and American Neo-Pagan Wïccansects and books. In this extensive

list, she does not mention Malory's Le Morte Darthur,but she does begin her work by

quoting his romance. She writes that Morgan ''was not married, but put to school in a
nuanery, where she became a great mistress of magic". By quoting this sentence eom
Malory, Bradley indirectly points out that he was aware of female corruauaities devoted to
paganism, of the myth of Avalon, and of the links between paganism, Avalon, and magic.
However, Malory ciearly had in mind a Christian nunnery when he wrote this sentence, as
pagan female groups were not referred to as 'humenes". Moreover, the Winchester and

Caxton texts tend to support Bradley's view that Malory was indeed aware of paganism.

The word "nygromancye" appears in the Winchester manuscript in relation to Morgan's
education and Caxton did not alter this wording when he printed what has become known
as MaIory's Le Morte Darthur. It would have k e n contradictory for Malory, by referring to

magic and necromancy, to admit that such practices were a common practice in Christian
communities as Christianity was very much distinct fiom paganism, even though medieval

nuns such as Hildegard of Biugen were knowledgeable in herb-healing as were the average
followers of paganism. Thus,the sentence Bradley quoted reveals that Malory did aiIow
paganism to exist in his fictional world even though his work is nevertheless clearly buiIt
on Christian beliefs. Both the Winchester manuscript and Bradley's The Mists of Avalon
therefore can be compared with each other, as both are lïnked by the theme of religion and

by their reference to magic and paganism as king part of the religious setting they
describe.
Malory's romance can be considered as one of the influenthl works Bradley uses to
write her version of the legend in The Mists of Avalon. The fact that Bradley quotes fiom
Malory swely invites the reader to draw parailels between the two works. Bradley and
Malory begin the AsthUrian story with Igairie and Uther of Pendragon's seduction. And
both end the narration with the fàU of King Arthur's reign. In both cases, the ending is
iduenced by the quest for the Holy Grail. The texts follow the main events of the sarne
legend faithfùUy, and these events are similar chronoiogically. However, they are
sequentially in opposition when narrating secondary events. The main plot, which
intermingles the romance of Lancelot and Gwenevere with Arthu~'sreign, is stnicturally

similar in both texts. Arthur is born, crowned, fights Saxons, marries Gwenevere, and dies
in a final codict with his son Mordred. Excaiibur disappears into the Me, and Arthur is
led by Morgan into Avalon. Meanwhile Gwenevere and Lancelot's love grows, they
commit adultery, Gwenevere is abducted by Mellyagaunte and saved by Lancelot, and she
lives at court until their aEair is discovered and both flee; but they separate and enter
respective religious communities. However all other events, mostly those of a secondary
importance, are chronologicaily opposed. Malory begins with the imprisonment of Merlin

and his death. Later on, he narrates the battle between Accolon and Arthur and then focuses

on the tyranny of Emperor Lucius. The tale of Sir Gareth and his love for Lionors is then
told. The book of Sir Tristram and Queen fsode (Maiory's s p e b g ) follows, where it is
mingled with the tale of Sir Palornides's quest. The secondary events end with the namation
of Sir Lancelot's love a a i r with Elayne of Corbenic. This chronology is somewhat

inverted in Bradley's novel. Elâine's infatuation and seduction of Lancelet is narrated
before Sir Tristan and Queen Isolda's love is mentioned (Bradley's own s p e h g of those

Arthurïan characters). Gareth's quest to prove his worth then begins. In the final stages,
Bradley narrates the war between Lucius and Arthur, and she o d y later moves on to
Accolon's betrayal of the king. During that time, Taliesin the Merlin dies.
Both works, therefore, are linked by the plot structure of the main tale. However,
the Arthurian story is a legend, and this permits any wrÏter of the saga to have fkeedom of
interpretation over its characterization. Legendary events kindle mystery, and this leads to
various interpretive narrations of a simila.plot. Legends provide the author with a greater
fieedom of narrative than the simple re-telling of a realistic story. And it is therefore not
surprishg to fhd that many of these re-workings are thematically opposed one to the other

as a legend descends through t h e , although they narrate the same essential story. Malory

and Bradley both have in mind an ideal to prornote when they appropnate the King Arthur
story for themselves. Such an ideal, however, is normally influenced by the writer's sociopolitical environment, and this is tme of each of their works. A study of Maiory and
Bradley's respective utopic ideas reveds how their views are influenced by the respective
period in which each lives.
A closer analysis of the gender depiction by each of Malory and Bradley shows

how each in his or her own way seeks to support strict patriarchy or matriarchy. Malory
sets out to define the female gender according to medieval patriarchal ideais; Bradley does
so according to utopic matriarchal principles defended by modem feminism. The ideal of
each is s h o w by their d i f f e ~ g
interpretations of the openhg event of Igraine and Uther's
romance. In Malory's text, Igraine is depicted as a virtuous woman. Her assertiveness only
extends to her right to maintain her virtue, that is, her reputation as a loyal wife. She wisely
avoids the lustfùl eyes of Uther, who then uses his power as a king and the use of magic to
fulfil his desire. Arthur is begotten and Igraine's husband is killed. Uther then marries

Igraine,and she has no Say on her pending new marriage. She is ignorant of the identity of
Arthur's father, whom she is bearing, and she womes that Uther will discover the rnatter.
When he does, however, he gladIy puts forward the truth: the mysterious strmger who

shared her bed on the eve of Gorlois's death was he. Her trust and Iove grow stronger, a s
she believes she can now be a respectable wife to Uther. In Bradley, however, such an
event has a wholly different meanhg. Igraine's d

g

e to Gorlois is an unhappy one,

k i n g an arranged union. Her feelings of entrapment stem fiom the clash of culture
between her matriarcha1 heritage and Gorlois's Roman and patriarchal culture. In the midst

of her conflict, she meets Uther, for whom she feels true Iove. Bradley depicts Igraine's
rnarriage to Uther as a way to advocate female sexual fkeedom. Igraine hally marries a

man she c m tnily bve. Therefore, both authors begin their work with the same event, but
the narration is strongly coloured by contrasting social stands. Malory and Bradley have
opposing views of gender relations, which influence their respective interpretations of the
Arthurian legend.

However, if with the same story Malory and Bradley both set out to create a utopia,

both fàil to fûlfïI it. Ironicaily, both use the increasing power of Christianity to achieve
their goal but to different ends that nevertheless both result in the failure to create a utopia.
Malory employs the medieval Cuit of the Blessed Virgin Mary as a parameter to form his
characters, and he shows women as either sinhl or saintly. E h e of Astolat and
Gwenevere's battle over Lancelot should therefore be read as a battle between good and
evil, and Elaine's gentle and righteous behaviour is contrasted with Gwenevere's
passionate jealousy . Tme love, as advocated by medieval Christianity, is here contrasted
with the possessive lust of adultery. Bradley, however, sees the nse of the medieval

Christian church as negative. Morgaine refuses to let Christianity take its place in Britain
because its foIlowers believe in extreme patriarchy and view the Old Religion as satanic.
Matriarchy, as advocated by Avalon, is then endangered. Women are here seen as either
wise or ignorant rather than pure or sinful. The standard Bradley uses is feminist ideology.
Elaine is often criticized and contemptuously labelied as naive and ignorant. Gwenevere as
weli, although she holds power and shows intelligence, is seen as a prebdiced woman who
possesses too little a low self-esteem to overthrow the patriarchal ways that she has k e n
taught. Women are judged by the namer in which they are successfully assertive and
independent-However, both Malory and Bradley agree at the end of their stories by
adopting an egalitarian view on gender relations. In Malory, Gwenevere's h a 1quest is one

in which the individual seeks forgiveness for past sins and obtains future salvation. Not
surprisingly, Gwenevere's o d y solution in Le Morte Darthur is to devote the rest of her We
to religion. Lancelot as well enters holy orders. Women are not seen as either evil or good
but as human beings who are capable of evolution. ln Bradley's The Mists of Avalon ,
Morgaine is made to realize that the goddess whom she worships is stiu present outside

Avalon, although Avalon itself has disappeared in its legendary mists. IronicaiIy, it is
through the Virgin Mary that Morgaine realizes that her mission to keep the Old Ways
alive is successfully completed. The Glastonbury chape1that Morgaine visits at the end of

The Mists of Avalon is now divided into two sections, one assigned to the brothers, and the
other, to the sisters. In this way, the role of woman cornes to hold an equal status to that of

man in both Bradley's and Malory's texts.
The main argument put forth therefore at this point in this thesis is that both Malory

and Bradley set out in their respective works to promote utopic gender ideals yet at the end
of their narration, they prove to have failed in maintainhg such a utopia They n I s t argue
for opposing gender views, but both reveal their gradua1 evolution fiom gender supremacy
to gender equality since each cannot maintain the utopic ideals of his or her respective
gender view. Moreover, in the endings of both works, the utopic element fàih to uphoid the
ideds promoted at nrst by the author. Such a hypothesis of narrative success and fàilure
answers the question as to why MaIory and Bradley both re-work the Arthurian plot, albeit

in a different way. To demonstrate the specific characteristics of these re-worbgs, this
study will focus on characterization, setting, symbolism, and narrative vo ice. These

elements of fiction are used by both authors as tools to present their utopia even ifit is a
failed one.
s
t one since what is most striking
Among these elements, characterization is the e

when cornparhg Malory and Bradley is their d i f f e ~ portrayai
g
of Arthurian people.
Malory focuses on the knights and King Arthur, and this greatly differs fiom Bradley's
own characterization. The main female ckacters in Malory's work, Gwenevere and
Morgaine, are here presented as part of a subtext. The reader seldom encounters them until

he m a t e s the Elaine-Gwenevere-Lance10t love triangIe. With this namation, Maiory

begins to concentrate on the female characters as much as on the male ones, and he does so
until the end of the narrative. On the contrary, Bradley, at the beginning of her novel,
makes the female characters part of the main plot instead of a subtext. Morgaine is the
narrator here. All the male characters, whether they be pagans or Christians, participate in
the narrative as secondary ones. Their Lives are influenced by women, much in the same
way as the character called the Goddess rules her consort, the King Stag. Yet, both genders
gradually interact in a syrnbiosis or an equality of the sexes. Each of the characterizations,

in order to present a utopic society, b e g i . by presenting an individual who is caught in a
social mould. These characters are also markedly archetypes. But both texts show an
evolutive individuation of their personalities as they break fi-omsocial constraiats and
thereby overcorne gender stereotypes.
Secondly, in the case of the other narrative element exploited by Malory and
Bradley in thek handling of utopia and gender, namely setting, any study of the geography
portrayed in Malory's romance and Bradley's novel includes an analysis of the setting's
socio-political and re1igious milieu. The land anywhere is determined by its people, and so

in Bradley's novel po litics and religion directly influence the setting. The extreme
patriarchy promoted by the fânatics of Christianity overcornes the ngid matriarchy of the
Old Religion- This is physically symbolized in the setting by the retreat or disappearance of
Avalon into the mists. The powers that be offer precarious guidance and protection because

they are unstable. As the disappearance o f the island of AvalUn is threateningly underway,
Christianîty cornes to hold complete authority over the outer world, the rest of Britain. Yet,
during that transitory period between the disappemce of Avalon and the establishment of
Christianity's reign of power, the human individual faces an identity crisis. Interestingly,
such a depiction parallels BradIey's own socio-political milieu, the United States of the
19809s,a period in which women's role was k i n g redefined and in which politics and
religion defïnitely iduenced people's gender views.
By contrast to Bradey, Mdory does not describe Avalon in such great detail.
Although he does d o w magic to be present in the court of Arthur and although he presents
paganism as entirely divergent fiom Christianity, religious domination and codict are not

an eminent theme in Morte Darthur, and setting is not involved in either the depiction or

the demise of Avalon. Traditional patriarchy is depicted and upheld in the narrative of
Morte Darthur because it exists in conjunction with King M u r ' s chivalry. MaIory later on
opposes this patriarchy to religion, the Iatter promoting virtue, and the former promoting
greed and pride. However, he does not use the setting but the quest of the Holy Grail to
depict this dichotomy. Lancelot does not attain the Grail, mainly because he is too proud

and tainted by the values of the physical world, and it is chivalric conventions rather than
setting that describes his failure. As wefi, any person successfiilly ending the quest for the

grail finally rejects the court and its vices, unless he or she does so to teach the cornrtiers
spiritual virtue as in the case of Sir Bors. Inthis fàshion, the quest 1 4 s to King Arthur's
do-

by dispersing his company. Spirituality overcomes worldly vices and in the end it

destroys the social structure but leaves Avalon intact where Ït is. Therefore, Malory fïrst
describes the utopia of chivaIry that is upheld by King Arthur and his knights; but he

gradudy depicts the negative sides of such an ideology that is patriarchal. It is argued in

this present work that Malory goes even M e r in the development of his ideology by later
on adopting an egalitarian gender viewpoint at the end of his t e s .
Thirdly, Malory and Bradley use symbolism to attain their utopic and gender goal.

In particular, the Holy Grail is a symbol that is granted numerous different connotations
according to which of the two authors, Malory or Bradley, is handling them. Malory sees
the Holy Grail as a religious item k i n g the wisdom of spirituality. It has no concept of

gender identity, as both female and male characters are allowed to attain it, and
accordingly, the quest brings new roles to wornen and men equaily. This permits Malory to
overcome gender barriers and adopt an egalitarian viewpoint. Bradley, on the other hand,
sees the cup as an essentially f e d e symbol. Being part of the Holy Regalia, that is, of
Avalon's collection of magical objects, the cup is to be guarded by a priestess who is its
sole bearer. It is a symbol of Mie, attriiuted here to womanhood only. As the novel
develops, the cup's appearance in the world outside Avalon eventudy refers to the issue of
religious domination. In this way the cup or Grail paradoxically becomes associated with
the defence of paganism. The cup's disappearance then signifies the disintegration of the

Old Ways and thereby of rnatriarchy.

The fourth and final element of fiction by which Malory and Bradley try to attain
their utopic and gender goals, namely the narrative voice, &O produces Îts own contrasts.

By incorporating the female issues in a subtext, Malory offers a greater narrative space to
male views. The courtly politics which he describes offer a pardel to the dichotomy that
exists in medieval culture concerning gender ideals. Women have authority, but they are
encouraged to become archetypes of passivity. Malory therefore gives way to the
conventional patriarchal views of his time. Yet his view is modified when he deals with the
Holy Grail. He then concentrates on both genders equally and rejects standard social ideals.

He gives similar powers to Gwenevere and Lancelot, as they both reach the same spintual
status. MaIory makes use of a male narrative at the

beginning of his text; later, he briefly

introduces a feminine voice, and in the end, he develops an ungendered narrative through
the themes of spintuality and platonic love.

On the other hand, Bradley focuses on female issues rather than male ones. At the
beginning of her novei, she attempts to write on behalf of women, and she exclusively uses
a ferninine narrative voice. However, Bradley's matriarcha1utopia fails to be supported in

the end, and as Avalon and its matriarchal system disappear, her ferninine narrative voice
comes to be inefficient, for there seems to be no female experiences left to descn'be as the

female gender does not remain exclusive when women and men are granted equal narrative
space. Ln her later novel, Lady of Avalon, Bradley's narrative voice shifts fiom masculine

to feminine according to the gender of the character she wishes to focus o n Thus, in the
end, Bradley adopts an egalitarian viewpoint as she successively attributes male and female
qualities to her narrative voices. Meta-literature here is an eminent aspect of both Morte
Darthur and The Mists of Avalon and, in sum, the four elemeots of characterization,

setting, symbolism, and narrative voice are used to depict opposùig utopic views on gender
identity. But as the narratives evolve, both authors fail to uphold their ideals. Their various
uses of these four elements reveal how somehow each comes to adopt a Liberal view of
gender identity.

CHAPTER 2

CHARACTERIZATTON:

GWENEVERE AND MORGAN

The reference book A Concordance to the Works of Sir Thomas Malory, edited

by Tomomi Kato, lists 70 entries in Malory's text for the words "womenYy
and "womar~"

On the other hana Kato nmbers 884 instances in which Malory employs the sociallydescriptive word ''lady," and he notes a total of 34 uses of the terms '~antyiiwomenyy,
'cjanty11wymenY3,
'cjantyllwoman," and ccge~tylwymen."
From his use of social terms, it can
be deduced that Malory models his fictional world on the medieval aristocratic reality, and

this explains his reference to an individual by his or her title only. Malory, then, is by
principle respectfûl of the court and its deconun not only because his contemporary social
environment and the English civil war of 1455 irnposed on him the need to preserve the

ideal of aristocratic supremacy, but also because he is himselfpart of that ruling class. In
1485, W'iarn Caxton publishes Malory's work as Henry Tudor is enthroned as Henry VII

and ends the tuniultuous Wars of the Roses by marrying Elizabeth of York Not
surprisingly, then, many critics read Le Morte Darthur as k i n g infused with the political
issues of the late Middle Ages.
Yet critics of MaIory often hold diverging views concerning the influence of the

late medieval socio-political environment on MaIory3swork. Based on the two premises
that the medieval person lived within a rigid Iùiear socio-political Iadder and that vested

legal authority proportionaliy increased ammg the upper ranks of nobility, one c m argue

that the Middle-Ages individual on the lower m g s of the social ladder did sufEer
constrâints. It can be m e r deduced that the ideal medieval individual is one who
completely assumes the social role that is imposed on hirn or her. Therefore, it cm be asked
whether Malory at least intends to present the reader with archetypes that are an
embodiment of a social role, rather than with complex human beings. That this question

may be asked is M e r supported by the fact that the conventions of the romance, the
genre that Malory adopts in Morte Darthur, demand that the characters be one-dimensional.
As is shown by his addressing noble individuals by their titles, Malory does follow courtly
conventions, and his knowledge of contemporary politics and social deconim influences
the narrative devices of his romance. B is this acceptation of the context of his times that
suggests that Malory's fist intention in writing the Arthur story is to depict people who are
archetypal because they incarnate the social role that is imposed on t h e n
However, it is important to stress that, as an author, Malory lacks consistency in his
cbaracterization of the Arthurian figures. This Iack of consistency in hun paves the way for
Eugène Vinaver's assertion that Le Morte Darthur shodd be read as a collection of
separate tales. Malory's structural unity, we must remember, is still a debated theme among
Arthurian scholars. For example, Edmmd Reiss in his book Sir Thomas Malory nuances

Vinaver's argument by viewing the tales as essentially distinct one fkom the other but
thematically linked nonetheless. Reiss's thesis is that the stories set the stage
chronologically for the apotheosis of the fallof the Arthurian kingdom. Such an
interpretation might firrther be developed by arguing that Malory's 'iworks"

-- Vinaver

refers to Le Morte Dartbur as such -- are indicative of his intellectual development. Ifwe
take this development into account, one might M e r argue that Malory's writing is not
inconsistent but rather evolutive. Indeed, if his themes gradually develop and lead tu the

h a l e of the Round Table's destruction, as Reiss shows, then it can be inferred that
Malorian ideology consequently evolves as the narrative itself
At the beginning of his narrative, Malory follows the idealistic conventions of his
t ime, and he therefore presents utopic characters. Malonan idealization takes root in
medieval courtliness, and this r e d t s in the characters following the social code of chivalry

and of the medieval court ngidly enough so that it is difficult not to view them as
archetypes. Malory begins his set of tales with that of King Arthur, representing the
epitome of kingship. In 'The Tale of King Arthur," Malory's characters, who are then at
the beginning of their adulthood, set out to promote the ideals of chivalry. As a result,
women as well as men dwell within the rules and regdations of a strict and orderly ideal
socid code, and their success in mRintaining their ideal role enabies Arthur's kingdom to
function as a utopia. Nonetheless, as Malory progresses in his narrative, his
characterization of the figures deepens. As the characters grow older, each welcomes
freedom f?om the social constraint iriiposed on him or her in the past, as is shown, for

example by Gwenevere's flight fiom hec royal duties at the end of the work As the
narrative develops, Malory graduaily moves bis characters out of the pohtical and social
moulds of courtliness as they fiül to maintain the existence of an orderly utopic kingdom
This fidure of his characters to maintain a utopic ideal integrally suggests that, in
the end, Malory's depiction of women transcends the social archetypes imposed upon them

by rigid patriarchy. For example, through his comments on the action, Malory often asks
for the readers' moral and spiritud support, or, more specifically, their Christian charity.

The gender of the imaginative reader whom Malory addresses is unknown throughout the
biographical notes that he writes at the end of each tale. Yet at the very end of his work, he

directly addresses himçelf to the readers by referring to them as king both women and
men. He writes, 'T praye you all jentylmen and jentylwymmen that redeth this book of
Arthur and his knyghtes fiom the begynnyng to the endynge, praye for me whyle 1am on

lyve that God sende me good delyveraunce. And whan I am deed, 1praye you a l l praye for

my soule." (Malory Works 726). By addressing both genders, then, Malory overtly grants
at the end of bis work an equal social status to both sexes, giving them a similar intellectual
and spiritual potential.

By a completely different and opposing development to Malory's evolution,
Bradley's ideology in The Mists of Avabn moves from extreme feminism to
egalitarianism. At the beginning of her narration, she attacks patriarchy, which at that point

in the story is correlated with Roman imperidisrn The story of Arthur's birth serves her

purpose to defend the matriarchal ways of Avalon at the expense of Roman patriarchy,
which is described pejoratively even in its mildest manifestation. Igraine, Arthur's mother,

is the direct descendant of the Merlin, here named Taliesin, and of Ana, the Lady of
Avalon who will later be followed by Viviane. Rooted in the Old Ways, Igraine's

upbringing clashes with Ciorlois's Roman heritage, and this results in her marital
unhappiness Ieading to ber adultery with Uther. The cause of her adultery is that, having
k e n taught to believe in feminine authorityyIgraine not surprisingly sees her arranged
rnarrïage with Gorlois in which she is forced to adopt her husband's patriarchal culture as
constraining. When she does commit aduItery, the act is seen as a hieration rather than as a
religious sin. This consequently underscores Bradey's ngid feminism, one which argues

for wornen to be sexually liberated at all cost, and it moreover shows her intention to
promote a purely matriarchal world which embodies the ideals of modern feminism,
That women should be dignified is &ely one of the ideals expressed in feminist
utopic writings, and it can therefore be stated that Bradley attempts to write a utopia in The
Mists of Avalon. Charlotte Spivack studies fantasy Iiterature and its apped to feminist
authors and comments on The Mists of Avalon by writing:
Bradley's novel [The Mists of Avalon] is.. .the most centrally and pervasiveiy
feminine fantasy we have discussed. She revisions [re-envisions] one of the most
powerfully masculine legends of all tirne fiom the viewpoint of its major female
characters....W e portraying a matriarcha1 society, Bradley also incorporates the
themes of renunciation of power, vindication of mortality, and depolarkation of
values. She suggests a world view committed to the sanctity of the goddess and of
aU women as her manifestation. Above al1 The Mists of Avalon addresses the
wornan reader as the goddess incarnate. (Merlin's Daughters 160- 161)
Bradley's goal in writing her noveIyas Spivack reads it, is to promote a perfect feminist
world called Avalon in which fernale sensitivities and values dominate. Consequently, as
exemplified in The Mists of Avalon, Bradley' s world is assumed to be crowded with strong
women who mirror modem feminist ideology.
Yet Bradley develops her utopic treatment of female characters further by giving

them godly sanctity rather than bestowing on them hurnan dignity. In her view, women
incarnate the four aspects of the main Druid goddess worshipped on Avalon. Bradley

categorizes these faces of the goddess as "the maiden," "the wife," "the wise woman," and
"the warrior." The belief in the Druid goddess, unlike the medieval Cult of the Blessed
Virgin, allows women to achieve dignity in al1 the stages of their lives rather than fir~ding

self-worth only in maidenhood. A typical female character in The Mists of Avalon will
have her identity shift between the roles of maiden, bride, healer, and witch throughout her

life, depending on which godly role she chooses and the goals she sets herser to achieve in
a given situation. Spivack gives Bradley's portrayal of Morgaine as an example of this

evolutioa. Morgaine is a maid when the story begins, yet she twice becomes a wife, Eirst to

Arthur through the Old Ways and secondly to Uriens by Christian &al

Iaws- She

incarnates the war goddess as well in her efforts to avenge Avalon for Arthur's treason, but
she also ironically takes on the role of the healing mother towards Arthur when she leads

him back to Avalon to die.
However, characters forced to incarnate social roles, whatever the level of dignity
involved in their personae, are nonetheless always imprisoned in archetypal identities. Of

this Spivack writes, "Bradley informs each of her major femde figures with a dimension of
the goddess. The characterization fùnctions on a double level, endowing the individual with

archetypal depth" (Merlin's Dawhters 150). In the light of Spivack's words, it can be
inferred that Bradley's main female characters, although they possess authority over their
environments, are nevertheless constrained by codes much in the same way as in Malory's
work, even though MaIory 's ide0logy is in direct opposition to that of Bradley insofar as
gender roles are concerned. In Bradley's case, ngid maaiarchal figures, who ironically set
themselves to overcorne patriarchaI gender stereotyping, are themselves imprisoned within
social conventions, although these are part of a dïfîerent culture. Bradley's characters
therefore can be said to have something deeply in cornmon with Maiory's since she
attempts to present idealized characters who are &O essentially archetypal. Bradley
nonetheless fiees her characters IÎom social rules at the end of her novel, as does Malory in

his Le Morte Darthur, as an analysis of the evolution of the characters of both Morgan le

Fey and Gwenevere in both works show. Such an analysis reveals as well that, at the end of
each narrative, both authors have failed to uphold their contrastive utopic goals when
depicting the main characters of the Arthurian legend.

This evolution fiom a utopic depiction of characters to a realistic one in Morte
Darthur and The Mists of Avalon is exemplified in one particuIar instance in the portrayal

of the character omenevere. In iiterary criticism, Gwenevere has been seen as the
archetypa1female, one whose outbursts of jeaIousy and anger confïrm the conventional
patriarchal stereotype of women, In her article "Malory's Gwenevere: M e r Long Silence,"

Lindsay Hofichek mentions that this traditional view of Gwenevere' s character is incorrect.
Gwenevere, she argues, to use Jungian terminology, is not a mere anima figure. Arthur's
queen is more than a nagging, excessively emotional, and hysteric person. Holichek
supports her argument by stating that as a queen Gwenevere holds moral and social power
over both her male and femaie subjects and that she is no mere narrative device invented to
introduce a conflict among the knights of the Round Table with her adultery. Gwenevere,

in light of Holichek's analysis, can be viewed as a poïtically agile humsui king capable of
causing a lot of trouble for both males and fernales,

One example of Gwenevereysauthority over her subjects in Morte Darthur is her
punishment of Sir Gawain in the episode of 'Torre and Pellinore". The tale begins with

MerlIn's advice to Arthur to take a wife and also his fatal prediction that Gwenevere will
prove unfaithful for "...Gwenyver was nat holsom for hym to take to

(Works 59).

Arthur nevertheless marries Gwenevere. The complexity of the tale itself suggests
complexity of character. Interestingly, young Gawain makes his first appearance at that
moment, asking to be knighted on the same day as Arthur's wedding. Gawain's knightly
deeds overshadow Gwenevere and Arthur's marriage in Malory's tale, and indeed, when

MaIory narrates the wedding ceremony, he also introduces Gawain's first adventure, and

this in the same paragraph. He writes, "Than was thys feste made redy, and the kynge was
wedded at Camelot unto dame Gwenyvere in the chirche of Seynte Stephyns with grete
solempnité. Than as every man was sette as hys degré asked, Merlion wente to all the
knyghtes of the Rounde Table ancl bade hem sitte styiie, 'that none of you remeve, for ye

shall se a straunge and a mervailous adventure' " (63:19-24). As Malory develops his f%st
tale, Gwenevere's life begins in stateliness, a life in wbich preserving the chivakic code is
a priority.

How much her stateliness is genuine is evident in the judgement she passes on

Gawain. In hfs first adventure, Gawain defeats a knight, and the latter then pleads for his
He. But Gawain does not feel any compassion and kills h

. d e r which the knight's lady

accidentally falls on Gawain's sword and dies. Gawain not only proves unmerciful but also

discourteous. He has therefore twice broken the chivalric code. When Gawain narrates his
adventure to his queen and king, both monarchs are highly displeased with him. Yet the
interesting r e d t is that Arthur does wt puniçh Gawain for his lack of compassion towards
the knight but is rather ashamed of the knight's attitude towards the lady, whom the latter

has, technically speakiug, not harmed. Moreover, Arthur bestows some of his own
authority to Gwenevere who sits besides him. Indeed, Gawain is then punished, not by the
Round Table, but rather by a jury panel of ladies silmmoned by Gwenevere, which
sanctions him to be courteous to a lady in aU his future deeds and to fight their quarrels
forever.
What this judgement of Gawain reveals is th& Gwenevere, as a queen, is hardly

imprisoned in a domestic situation. She is not a mere child-bearer. She is Arthur's consort,

and as a monarch she represents the female gender. Her duty then, according to Malory, is
to defend her female subjects, even Çom the male figures such as Gawain. In her article
c'Malory's Gwenevere," Holichek writes, "Inthe end she [Gwenevere] is once more a
spokewoman for Malorian values and standards..." (123). What c m be inferred fiom
Holichek7sobservation is that Gwenevere is a politically agile queen, one who successfully
follows the conventions dictated by her environment, at least in her eariy years. At that
point Malory in his works seems to give credit to the female gender through Gwenevere,
although at the same t h e , he is nonetheless asserting the segregation of the two genders.
Arthur wiIl rule over every issue involving the knights, and Gwenevere, those which

involve the ladies.
To understand both the power and the Limitations that Malory irnposed on
Gwenevere, it must be pointed out immediately that medieval women should not be
analyzed with the parameters of our own modem gender views in which women are seen

either as entireiy subjected, willingly or no, to men, or struggling to be fkee fkom gender
constraints. As the myth of the medievd female shows, medieval women were indeed
pIaced in an inferior position generalIy in cornparison to their maIe counterparts. However,
a medieval female aristocrat did have more Iiberties and a greater authority than those
Iiving on the bwer m g s of the social Iadder of the times, including men. This ranking was
part of the social ideal. Gwenevere, therefore, might be the epitome of the femaie mler,
according to our own contemporary gender views; yet as a woman she is, according to
Malory, placed sociaily as uiferior to Arthuf, and she is hardly fiee fiom the gender
conventions of her times. It is also important to stress that the judgment of Gawain is the
only time when Gwenevere has complete control over her subjects. Later on in Malory's
work, Arthm is the only one to defend the cause of women. For example, at the feast of the
Pentecost, women in distress seek him and not the queen to obtain help. Again, in Gareth's
tale, the lady Lionet cornes to corrrt and asks Arthur to h d a knïght who will save her
sister Lyonesse; Arthur gives the quest to Gareth, and the queen is nowhere to be
mentioned. The queen's silence during this scene might be explained by Arthur's decision
as a dominant figure at that particular moment to take mtters into his own hands. One c m
argue, then, that MaIory, in narrating the scene, presents the conventional idea of his time
that medieval female aristocrats, although they do possess authority over other people fkom

the lower classes, are subordinates to their mates in the final analysis of the social ladder.
Malory's depiction of the queen at the very beginning of Morte Darthur, whereupon she is
a dominant judge of Gawain, is therefore an idealized one insofar as medieval social
dynamics are concemed.
In Bradley's The Mists of Avalon, contrary to in Morte Darthur, the character of
Gwenhwyfr serves to underline the negative effects of an extreme patriarchal mentality on
women. Bradley' s Gwenhwyfar strikingly depicts that gender battle in contrast to Maloq's
Gwenevere who represents the ideal medieval female aristocrat. Whereas MaIory7s
character in Morte Darthur is, at the beginning, actively involved in maintainhg the
patriarchal code of chivahy, Bradley's Gwenhwyfar is passive in her role as a queen and

far f?om embodying any social gender ideal. She is struggiing tu follow the rigid Christian
conventions of her environment, conventions which Bradley seems to have taken h m St.

Augustine's ideology in which women are proverbiaily seen as figures of temptation and of

sin whose sexuaiity might be thought only to be redeemed by becoming mothers.
Gwenhwyfar wishes to conceive a royal heir, which reveals what might be described as her
subconscious attempt to fhd redemption and human dignity by having a male child Her
quest is mostly concened wÎth providilig an heir, which she sees as k i n g her particular

du% but she proves to be barren. Moreover, she rarely participates in the niling of the
kingdom, and her authority lies only in setting herself as an example of virtue and acting as

an abbess towards her ladies-in-waiting. Even as a moral guide, she only possesses a
Iimited authority over her subjects, and although she is a queen, her role is thus merely a
domestic and passive one.
Gwenhwyfàr is also a character who in The Mists of Avalon suffers fiom
agoraphobia. Her chiidhood as described in the novel was a period in which the seeds of
agoraphobia were planted in her, mostly by an over-protective and rigidly patriarchd
father, even if later on, as an adult, she still does feel a great fear of the unlaiown. How
damaging her patriarchal upbringing has been is seen by the fact tbat, even as a grown
persos she is still only barely able to breathe at the sight of the wide landscape outside her
own childhood home. Not surprisingiy, Bradley's Gwenhwyfar externalizes her fear of the
world mistakenly through her hatred towards the pagan Old Ways. In her view, the Old
Ways syrnbolize the unknown because it is the antithesis of the Christian doctrine in which
she was reared. This fear Ieads her to become a Christian fanatic, and she therefore
manipulates Arthur into wearing the banner of the Virgin d&g

the battle against the

Saxons, thereby breaking his oath to uphold the Old Ways. As another result of her fear,
Gwenhwyfar expresses hatred towards Morgaine, who is one of the main defenders of
Avalon. The fact that Morgaine is able to conceive a child with Arthur not only triggers
Gwenhwyfar's jealousy and resentrnent but aIso her self-loathing because the birth, as
Bradley's anachronistic note tells the reader, proves that it is she and not Arthur who is
sterile. The fàct that Gwenhwyfar wishes for a male child proves how adamant she is in
accepting and upholding the patriarchal ideology which she was taught, an ideology that
grants authority solely to the male gender and that consigns women only to the role of
breeder. This harsh constraint to which Gwenhwyfar is subjected leads her in the end to

express negative feelings and behaviour. In Bradley's novel, therefore, the character of
Gwenhwyfàr, mWngjedousy with sterility, cornes to depict the negative effects of an
extreme patriarchal mentaIity on a woman.
Such negative effects of patriarchal mentaiity in The Mists of Avalon are forcefully
highlighted by the fact that Gwenhwyfx, who is a submissive woman, is constantly
contrasted to Morgaine, an assertive femde character. Gwenhwyfar is fair, taU, semaUy
constrained by the d e s of the Christian Church, ignorant of music, fearfùl, and passive,

and she has a minimal knowledge of the world. Morgaine, on the other han& is dark, &le,
knowledgeable, sexually fiee, artiçtically talented, fearless, and assertive. Nevertheless,
Gwenhwyfar has great potentid. As a child, she was able to walk through the mists of

Avalon, which only someone with the psychic power termed the Sight could do. Moreover,
Morgaine, when she becomes one of Gwenhwyfàr's ladies-in-waiting, admits that she
relates most to the queen because, unlike the other ladies, Gwenhwyfar has a sharp mind.
Yet Morgaine's total independence clashes with Gwenhwyfar's imposed subrnission.
Morgaine is fidl of cootempt for Gwenhwyfar because, as Arthur's wife, the queen does
not preserve the type of female dignity taught by the matriarcha1 Old Ways. Gwenhwyfar,
on the other han4 hates Morgaine because she possesses the self-esteem and independence
that she most seeks. By cornparison, then, to the extent that she has seIf-esteem and is

independent, Bradley's Morgaine is the embodiment of feminist ideals. Her stature in The

Mists of Avalon is M e r enhanced by BradIeyY
s cornparison of her as priestess to
Gwenhwyfiar who incarnates subdued matriarchy.

But if Bradley makes Morgaïne the ided representation of a feminist character in
The Mists of Avalon, she may at the same time be said to condemn her to her limitations.

By constructing Malory's text as a feminist ideal, Bradley also draws her as an archetype.
As an ideal, Morgaine becomes a ferninist super-heroine, but her character is simplified by

the possession of arche-

traits. Maureen Fries has analyzed ferninist fantasy fiterature

in her essay, "Fernale Heroes, Heroines and Counter-Heroes," in which she lists three Ends
of female protagonists in Arthurian fantasy literature, a genre ïnto which Bradley's novel
fdls. Fries d e s :

Arthurian hero ines are conservative, passive, instrumental non-actors, usefùl for
provoking, renewing and rewarding the actions of t h e i knight-agents. Arthurian
female heroes may, indirectly and for a specified tirne, consciously play female
parts to effect transformation oftheir male-dominant world, but they always act
only for knightly benefit- Arthurian femaIe counter-heroes openly refuse to be seen
in w o d y supportive roles in what is essentially a male drama and attempt to
change their woman-hostile world by direct and not indirect action. (15)
According to Fries's d e m i o n of the fantasy femde protagonist, Bradley's Morgaine
might be seen as a counter-hero (Frics's term)- Her quest is to defend the ways of Avalon

in Britain by changing the patriarchal mentality that is supported by the rising power of the
Christian Church. Morgaine is a counter-hero, but nonetheless she remains an archetype
because she embodies one set of character traits and behaviour.
Moreover, in incamathg the four &ces of the pagan'druid goddesç she worships,
Morgaine's character stïU also remains archetypal. The religious and social codes existing

in Avalon offer a woman four roles, according to the faces of the goddess she worships,
and so a wornan of Avalon can either act as the typicd maiden, wife, healer, or warrior
depending on which single role she chooses to play in a given situation. Such roles form

the ideal set of social codes existing in the Old Ways. As a priestess, Morgaine has the duty
to embody such roles since this is what her calling dictates. In ail those roles, Morgaiue

incarnates the ideai woman. As a maiden, she ahost breaks the d e by k i n g tempted with
Lancelot to lose her virginity, which is already pledged to the goddess, but she overcomes

the temptation. As a wife, she cornforts and welcomes Arthur in their coronation as the
Year King and the Goddess. As a healer, she cares for Kevin the disfigured bard and
restores his faith in love, which he lost by thinking himself repulsive to womankind. And

finally, as a warrior, Morgaine shows herselfto be heartless, sacrificing the life of her lover
Accolon to the preservation of the Old Ways that is at the heart of her quest. In al1 these
situations, Morgaine shows herself to be either innocent as a maiden, attractive as a d e ,
caring as a healer, or stoic as a warrior. Morgaine's identity fluctuates between one role

and the other. And so aithough Bradley's characterization is often deeply sympathetic, it is
nonetheless archetypal.

Like Bradley's depiction of Morgaine, Malory's characterization of the character is
aiso archetypal. Morgan le Fey, as she is caIIed, is the archetypd female arch-villain.
Indeed, Morgan is seen as a witch, because she symbolizes treachery and villany. In the
tale CCArthur
and Accolon" she almost succeeds in manipulating Accolon into killing Arthur

in a joust. In the same tale, Morgan plans to overthrow Arthur and she attempts to kili her
husband Uriens in order to kee herself fiom marital constraints and to nile Britain with
Accolon, Arthur is saved, however, and in the next tale, entitled "Gawah, Ywain and
Marhalt," Malory writes that, '%y

knyghtes wysshed hir bnente" (93). By describing the

wish of many to see her bumed, Malory is implicitly suggesting that she should be judged
under the laws of the Inquisition, laws that were applied between the thirteenth and the
sixteenth centuries in order, supposedIyyto promote Christian fâith. Among other things,
the Inquisition was used to counteract paganism, which it labelled as satanic. As a result,
the folIowers of paganisrn were sought out,judged, and bumed according to the laws as
these were described by Heinrich Kramer and Jakob Sprenger in MaIIeus MaIeficarum
( T h e Hammer of Witches," 1486). Through the politics of his tirne, Malory therefore
insinuates that Morgan is a satanic character.

In the same tale, "Gawain, Ywain and Marhalt," Arthm receives a mantle set in
precious stones as a sign of apology fiom Morgan. But the m a d e is enchanted with the
curse to kill whoever wears it. Arthur discovers the curse with the help of the Lady of the
Lake Nymue who reveals the power of the garment, and Morgan, by lying to her king, is
shown here to be guilefirl and treacherous as well as k i n g a murderess. However, in spite

of her various enterprises in Malory's work, Morgan does not evolve as a person and she
appears as a character who ody consistently seeks to undennine Arthur and Gwenevere.
For instance, she sends a magic hom to Arthur's court with the curse that whoever spills its
wine proves himself or herself to be unfàithfiii. Again, she sends a shield to Arthur's court
bearing the image of a knight who steps on the heads of both the king and the queen, subtly
bringing into the open, by the significance of the image, Gwenevere's &Gr with Lancelot.
Morgan is not ody seeking to overthrow Arthur,but she is also attempting to destroy bis

marriage. As well, she often tricks errant knights hto becorning her lover, which reveals
her own promiscuity. Indeed, Malory's Morgan is the archeîypal evil femaIe.

Yet even if Malory depicts Morgan as the essential evil figure in Morte Darthur, she
does not seem to be entirely structurally usefùl to E s narrative. AIthough she is evil
incarnate, Malory does not allow her to have absolute power over the other characters,
perhaps thereby asserting the power of good, but by doing so he cripples her role. AU her
plans to niinher brother or to indulge in promiscuity fail. And although Arthur states, '?
shall so be avengid on her and 1 lyve that aJl crystendom shall speke of it" (93), he never
achieves this goal, even though his Company is able to fight Lucius's Roman empire. It is
moreover insiguing that Malory does not see fit to give an active role to Morgan in the tale
of the quest for the Holy Grail. One wouid logically expect her to appear in that tale as a
strong negative force preventing the knights to attain virtue, what she most hates. One
explanation for Morgan's subdued role in Morte Darthur might be that by the time Malory
narrates the tale of the Holy Grail, his views on his Arthurian characters have evolved. This

is suggested by the fact that whereas Malory forgets Morgan in his narration of the
Arthurian kingdom's last stages, a period when she would ironically revel in witnessing its
destruction, he wants Gwenevere to be actively present throughout the work. Morgan
essentially is a pawn in Mdory's work, although she possesses the dramatic potential to
influence the Arthurian worId; and so it is fitting for Malory to discard the archetypal

figure o f Morgan when he gradually decides that his characters should be individualized.
Since Gwenevere is the ever-present female character in Malory's work, one is able to

study Malory s changing depiction of Arthurian women more aptly by comparing the
evolution in his work of the queen's character with that of Morgaine's.
When Malory's Gwenevere fïrst appears at the beginning of Morte Darthur as the
ideal politically agile female aristocrat who is subordhate to her consort, she maintains the
knightly code of her husband's court. However, as the narrative develops, Malory presents
her as being shrewish and her character is less one-sided. For instance, when Lancelot
wears Elaine's sleeve to joust, Gwenevere, instead of praising him for having concealed
their affair, imniediately feels betrayed and does not waste t h e in expressing her outrage
to him. Gwenevere is also possessive of Lancelot. M e r the sleeve incident, she forces a
codkontation with Elaine in an atternpt to discard her, as she sees her as a rival. Behaving

in this fàshion, Gwenevere does not act according to the code of c o d y love that we often
tend to atbn'bute monolithically to Middle Age literature and society, nor is she the
disdainful woman making her would-be lover suffer in accordance with the social role
imposed by the d e s of courtly love. Holichek writes, '%en

Gwenevere is sbrewish or

unreasonable, she is so genuinely, fkom her 'hartes selff " ("Maalory's Gwenevere" 120).

But Malory's characterization of Gwenevere in the Lancelot episode diverges fiom that of
the begirining of Morte Darthur, where in ail her dignity and stateliness she is a stoic figure

of monarchy. Gwenevere, in the Lancelot episode, has escaped the constraints dictated by
her social environment. Malory's characterization of her therefore evolves in a complex
fashion. Because of this change, Malory fàiIs to uphold hÏs view of the ideal medieval
female character on whom social and religious d e s of conduct always fit like a glove,

In Bradley's The Mists of Avalon, Gwenwhyfar also evolves fkom a simple
character to a complex one, moving at fist as the iypical fearfùl new bride, and Iater
becoming the stereotypical woman seeking to h d her place in a domineering patriarchal
world. Her quest is to h d her identity as a woman, and the stress involved in such a
d.Ecult task causes the development in her of numerous negative emotions and traits such

as low self-esteem, jealousy, envy, fearfùhess, and nagghg. In Bradley's narrative, this
quest is engendered in ûwenhwyfar by her Christian upbringing that taught her that women
had no value because they were considered as figures of sin. Consequently, in attempting to

fmd human dignity, Gwenhwyfàr stmggles between the social codes dictated by the rising
Christian Church and her Own individual needs,
Gwenhwyfar's quest for self-worth ends when she drinks fiom the Holy Grail and
has, as she thinks, a vision of the Vügin Mary as the bearer of the cup. In actual fact, it is
Morgaine who bears the cup, but its enchantment and power cause each person to have an
individual vision of who the bearer is. M e r the miracle is performed, Gwenhwyfar is
healed. Bradley writes, "...Gwenhwyfar suddedy felt that she could rise fiom her seat and

n u out doors on the Mls, into the great spaces which belonged to God, under his great
healing sky" (The Mists of Avalon 775). Moreover, Gwenhwyfr regains her self-worth as
a wornan while becoming assertive, and she begins to reject the patriarchal gender views

she was taught. Bradley writes, " And then she wondered, What is m n g with me, thut 1
am thinking to miticize Arthur or even the bishop? Yet then, with new strength she thought

By God, yes! They are nof God, they are only men,and their purposes are not sacre&"
(776).The appearance ofthe Holy Grail, then, leads her to regain her self-esteem. Later on,
this renewed strength Ieads her to overcome the temptation of joining her life to Lancelet
(Bradley's spelling) and such strength aIso allows her to decide in a moment of clear

thinking to enter holy orders, an act wtiich she was destined to do given her character. In

this scene, Bradley depicts the healing power of the union ofboth Avalon's rnatriarchy and
early Christianity's patriarchy. Indeed, Gwenhwyfar is o d y healed by seeing the Virgin

Mary and by drinking fiom Avalon's Holy Grail, and she rejects the rigid matriarchal
views Morgaine seeks to preserve.

The character of Gwenhwyfar in Bradley's The Mists of Avalon is first developed
as an archetype representing female victimization in an extreme patriarchal culture, thereby
stressing the need to preserve the utopic matriarcha1 world of AvaIon, which is threatened
by the rising Christian religioa, However, with the evolution of her character, Bradley

g r a d d y acknowIedges the value of patriarchy and creates an amalgamationof h t h
gender views. Gwenhwyf'ar is indeed heded by dnnking fiorn the Holy Grai&a relic fiom
the destroyed Avalon, but the bearer whom she sees is the Virgin Mary. This leads to the

interpretation of the meaning of The Mists of AvaIon that Bradley, even though she fkst
points out the dramatic consequences of cultural and religious domination, alters her rigid
thinkùlg by promoting an open communication between the two diverging cultures.

Because Bradley associates the Old Ways with matriarchy, and early Christianity with
patriarchy, it can be stated that by fùsing the two religions, Bradley is also combining the
two extreme gender views to prornote egalitarian gender views.
Bradley's fdure to support the rigid utopic world of the Old Ways in The Mists of
Avalon, a world which she had upheld in her subsequent novels set in an earlier tirnefiame,
can be seen through the development of Morgaine. If Morgaine embodies the four faces of
the pagan Druid goddess, which results in her k i n g sornewhat archetypal, she is

nevertheless the ideal modem feminist activist and the feminine super-heroine. Yet because

the utopic world of Avalon forces her to suppress her weaknesses and to become that
strong feminist figure, Morgaine faces an identity crisis, much as Gwenhwyfar does in
developing fadts. Morgaine loses her fâkh in her religion because her individual needs
clash with the demands set forth by the goddess. For Morgaine, being forever strong and
viauous according to the laws of the Old Ways simply becomes a harsh constraint. Bradley
writes in the novel "She @dorgaine] was so weary, weary of k i n g dways strong, of
making certain that alf things went as they must!" (728). The inner conflict expenenced by
Morgaine results in a temporary madness and her subsequent need to retreat in her
childhood castle in Cornwall. By depicting such a negative side of the utopic feminist
world she first sets out to promote, Bradley reveals her change of perspective.

In surn, Bradley's characterization in The Mists of Avalon can be compared with
Mdory's in Morte Darthur since both begin their narratives by using archetypes, although

their motives for doing so are different. Malory's Gwenevere and Morgan first follow the
conventions of his socio-political environment. Gwenevere is the ideal female monarch
who maintains the code of chivairy with stateliness and stoicism. Morgan is the archetypal
woman of evil whom the knights label as a witch, a satanic figure according to the laws of
the Inquisition to which they look for defence against her. Yet as MaIory7snarrative
evolves, Morgan disappears f?om the scenery and Gwenevere' s character becomes
individualized, especidy in the story relating LancelotYs&air

with Elaine. Paradoxically,

Malory appears to fi-ee Gwenevere and Morgan gradually fiom the social constraints of
medieval patriarchy. Zn doing so, he is unable to maintain the utopic characterization that
his picture of Gwenevere first sets out to describe.
SimiIarIyyBradley's characterization of Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar in The Mists of
Avalon also reveals her failure to preserve the utopia that she wishes to create. Morgaine is
the archetypal super-heroine who embodies the ideal modem feminist role. Yet the ngid

code of Avalon creates an ïnner conflict in Morgaine between her individual needs and her
religiow duties. By contrast, Gwenhwyfar is the archetypal woman struggling to find her
identity in a rigid patriarchal society, and Bradley uses her to show the dramatic effects of

an extreme patriarchal environment on the female individuai. Such a device is at first

successful in presenting Avalon's matriarchy as a perfect ideology, but Gwenhwyfar is
never converted to the rnatnarchy of the Old Ways satisfactorily. Avalon fails to provide
the security Gwenhwyfar desperately seeks, and at the end she Mmerses herseIf in the

Christian doctrine in which she was brought up. Like Malory's utopia in his Morte Darthw,
Bradley's own gender utopia gradustuy disintegrates and refiects the reality of the world in

which both genders tend to be equal rather than an ideal world in which one or the other
dominates.

SETTLNG:

LATE MIDDLE AGES AND MODERN ERA

Modem studies dealïng with Malory have undergone a substantial evolution in the
last halfof the twentieîh century. The outburst of contemporary academic work on his

Morte Darthur began in 1934 when W.F. Oakeshott discovered a different manuscript of
the text than that of Caxton's edition, the standard version of Malory's narrative up to that
point. Nowadays, scholars generally agree that the Winchester manuscript gives a fairer
representation of Malory's literary style than does Caxton's printed version. Nonetheless,
the influence of Caxton's publishing and editing work on the English language and
literature is pertinent to our understanding of the Late Medieval period d

y because

Caxton clearly had, broadly put, a humanistic goal in printing the works he chose. Indeed,
he wished to contribute to the development of his country, by promoting both literacy and
novel ideas. In consequence, Caxton aIso printed other romances aside fiom that of Malory,

as I.R Goodman notes in stating: 'Ttis important to appreciate that Caxton planned his
publication of the Morte Darthur as one volume in a series of four works of chivalric
Merature, a series begun in 1480-81, with Godefioy of BoZoyne and continued through the
1484 Book of the Ordre of Chyvairy to the Morte Darthur and Charles the Grete in 1485"

(Studies in Malory 257).
Goodman's list of Caxton's chivalric printing in the early 1480's includes not oniy
fictional genres but the non-fictional prose text of Ramon Lull' s Book of the Ordre of

Chwalry. Furthermore, Caxton's interest in chivalry is not solely limited to the period of
148 1-1485. Indeed, in J d y of 1489, he printed Christine de Pizan's The Book of Fayttes of

Armes and of Chwalrye, a didactic work meant to educate the reader on the subject of war
and chivahy. This fact is doubly pertinent to this thesis, mainly because it reveals the
authority that an educated woman of the Middle Ages could hold in her sphere of work and
also how the highly valued concept of chivahy was a crucial factor in the development of
England's socio-political environment in that period.
That Caxton included Malory's romance in his series of works on chiv;ilrv to
educate the reader on the subject proves the editor's entire faith in Malory's ability to

inspire knightly conduct and virtue among his peers. If Caxton, who dwelt within the rising
middle-class of merchants, believed like Malory that his fellow countrymen needed to have
learning in chivaky, then it might be hypothesized that the Late MiddIe Ages attributed a
high value to knightly conduct, and that Malory was not a dissident when he promoted
chivairy as a utopia in the fïrst few tales of his Morte Darthur. In fact, the ideal of chivalry
in Malory's work is embodied in Arthur, his knights, and Gwenevere. Arthur follows the

chivalric code to perfection, at least according to the rules stated in de Pizan's The Book of
Favttes of Armes and of Chwalrye. For example, the book states that a king may have only

three reasons to make war: one is the defence of the Church and its patnmony "uyenst al1
men that wold defoule it" (12), a second one is the defence of his vassals who have just
quarrels, and the final one is the defence of allies and fkiends, particuiarly women, widows,
wives, and orphans (1 1-12). That is exactly how Arthur behaves in Malory's tale 'The
Noble Tale of King Arthur and the Emperor Lucius," where Malory narrates Arthw's
successfûl battle against Lucius' tyranny. In one of the tale's numerous scenes, Arthur goes
on Mount Saint-Michael in Normandy to save the Duchess of Bntanny fiom a giant who
rnurders the t o m chddren and wives before eating them. When Arthur successfilly rescues
the townspeople and the Duchess by killing the giant, he finalizes his chivalric deed by
raising a place of worship to Saint Michael to restore the sacredness of the Ml. Arthur thus
is able to foUow the knightly conventions dictated by De P

h in a singIe mission, thereby

demonstrating his great chivalric prowess in this early episode. Thus Arthm is the
embodiment of chivalric virtue, and th%allows Malory -- and by correIation Caxton -- to

promote the conventional code as an ideal set o f values that the reader should maintain in

his or her own Ne.
Yet Arthur also embodies other noble concepts. As Edmund Reiss asserts in fi
Thomas Malorv, Arthur can be elevated and seen as a Christ figure because of his chivalric
conduct. Reks writes, "It is not necessary to make a Christian allegory out of the Morte
Darthur to see that Arthur is presented initiaily as the savior of the world" (37). Yet
although Reiss believes Arthur's life pardels that of Christ, he also asserts that this
correlation is imperfect. Arthur does not achieve a saintly date like his nephew Galahad,
one of the few who gains access to the Holy Grail. In fact, none of the noblest chivalric
knights (as listed by Malory in his work) is able to complete the quest of the Holy Grail:

Tristram, king Mark of Cornwall's nephew, and Lamorak, the Queen of Orkeney's
paramour, both die before the quest ever begins, and Lancelot never achieves the quest
because of his suiful soul. Malory creates a dramatic disparity between the worlds of
spirituality and chivalry, as he views these realms to be m u W y incompatible.
Undoubtedly, this disparity serves his purpose to underscore the virtue and eminence of

Christian doctrine to the detriment of his environment's worldly chivaIric ideology. In turn,
the disparïty between the spù.itual worId and the physical one creates an inner conflict in

the individual as he or she stmggles to fiilfil personal desires while rernaining socially
responsible. Malory's solution to this problem is to allow the spiritual world to dominate,
surpassing the worldly reaIm wfth its cbivalric code. His chivahic utopia, with its
patriarchal concepts, must therefore be set in the shadows of the new religious utopia Thus

in the end, the world of chivalry must disintegrate and Arthur must disappear, as Malory
ironicaily labels him the "Rex Quondam Rexque Futunisy'(Works 717) or 'Yhe king that
g as a
once was and the king that will be" in a final unsuccessful attempt at e ~ o b h him

Christ figure. It is therefore argued that Malory is rejecting the socio-political ideals of his
time after having failed at attempting to uphold them

Five hundred years after Caxton's printing of Morte Darthur, Bradley wrote her
own version of the Arthurian Iegend with The Mists of Avalon, a version that first seems to

be the antithesis of Malory' s ideology since she begins her novel by defending the

matriarchal utopic world of Avalon as opposed to Maiory's own portrait in his bs-tfew
tales of the chivalric and patnarchal utopia set in Camelot. However, Bradley's utopia, iike

that of Mdory's, disintegrates at the end of her narrative as her ideology in relation to
gender views becornes latitudinarian or middle-of-the-road. Furthermore, Bradley's utopic
ideas are e s t founded on the feminist ideology of her socio-political environment much in
the same way that Malory's chivalric ideals were influenced by his own cultural setting.
Bradley was bom on June 3, 1930 in Albany, New York. She wrote extensively and mainly

in the fantasy and science-fiction genres, but her best known work is without a doubt The
Mists of Avalon, which was published in 1982. The novel therefore appeared on the
American book market o d y two years after Ronald Reagan won the general elections for
presidency. The Reagan administration's term fiom 1980 to 1988 surely influenced
Bradley's feminist views as the issues of abortion and the Equal Rights Amendment both in
relation to women's rights are controversies which fomed an integral part of the United
States' socio-poIitical scene of the tirne.
The issues of abortion and the Equd Rights Amendment (ERA) are said to centre

on the concept of the American family structure. Such a view is endorsed by Pamela
Johnston Conover and Virginia Gray in their study of Arnerican feeminiçm entitled
Feminism and the New Kght: Conflict Over the Amencan Familv. Conover and Gray
ident* the beginnlligs of contemporary American feminism with the 1973 Supreme Court
decision to annul the abortion laws of Texas in the Roe v. Wade case, a decision that was
based on the prernise that state interference in a woman's pregnancy is not acceptable. This
decision inevitably implied the victory of the numerous women's movements defending the
right of a woman to control her body and her sexuality. Past feminist efforts had mainly
k e n dealing with &agism

and women's statu in the work place, and it was not until the

Roe decision that individuals became overtly concerned and deeply involved with the issue
of female authority over pregnancy. As a consequence of the rising conflict, a number of
groups and parties assertively expressed pro-life ideals, groups such as the Religious New
Right Party that believed in a Christian-oriented socio-political environment, the Mormon
Church, the Catholic Church, and the secular New Right party that valued capitalism and
individual fieedom, an ideology that too k root during the Cold War confIict of the p s t -

WorId-War-Two era between the then-narned Soviet Union and the United States (Conover
and Gray 75-77).
Conover and Gray also ljnk American feminism to the Equal Rights Amendment
written in 1921 by Alice Paul, a s-gist

leader. This proposed addition to the American

Constitution consists of three main sections: the first one maintains that "equality of rights
under the law shall not be denied or a b d g e d by the United States or by any state on
account of se&" the second one states that "the Congress shall have power ta enforce, by
appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article," and the third one asserts that ''this
amendment shail take effect two years after the date of ratification" (The EFLA: A Brief
Histoxy). The amendment was set up fiom 1923 to 1979 to be approved and adopted by a

minimum of 38 states, the required number of state ratifications to Iegalize d e amendment.
Despite the various political strategies to rat*

the amendment such as extending the

seven-year deadline to gain the required number of state approvals, the E R A f d e d to be
ratifïed by 1980 when the Republican Party overtly declared the termination of its ERA
support. Nonetheless, on July 14 of 1982, the year in which Bradley's novel was pubrished,
the ERA was re-introduced, but this t h e it did not carry any deadline to acquire Congress
votes and state ratincations (Francis). Such a complex evolution in the attempt to realize
the amendment adoption reveals the extent at which the issue of women's rights was

controversial at the t h e when Bradley wrote her novel.

and the ERA
Conover and Gray explain that the controversial debate over a b o r t i o ~
was rooted in gender views because it dealt with the issue of female independence in
relation to family structure. They write:
Controversies centering around women and the family are bitter because rights
for individual women are perceived to codict with rights for the family unit. When
the role of a woman is defhed by her reproductive, sexual and childbearing
fiinctions within the family,then there is a "natural" division of activfties into the
public extrafamilialjobs done by the male and the pnvate intrafafnilial ones
performed by the female. If women act outside their ccnatural"roles, that is as
individuals, that action is ipso facto anti-family. (2-3)

The conflicts of abortion and the ERA that caused a re-assessrnent of the female gender
role in the United States were engendered by the active struggle between the New Right
party and the numerous feminist movements. The New Right is a modem political group

that in 1982 advocated conservative ideals such as social order, capitalism, and traditional
religious values and that thereby viewed the legalizations of both the ERA and abortion as
contrary to the national interest. By contrast, feminist movements rallied to promote the
ratification of the ERA and the support of fiee choice in abortion Yet the various antiabortion and anti-ERA groups were more successful in reaching their goals, and feminism
increasingly lost its popularity despite the feminist victories of the 1970's' a phenomenon
that is referred to as ''the antifeminist backlash". ThZs was the socio-political seKing in
which Bradley wrote The Mists of Avalon Such a dynamic environment might be said to
have innuenced the ideology she presents in her novel much in the same way that Malory's
own historical setting influenced his narrative.
The manner in which the American political setting of the 1980's influenced

Bradley's thematic structure of The Mists of Avalon can be assessed by analyzing the
evolution of her utopic portrayal of contemporary feminist ide&. The present goal is not to
determine whether Bradley was a supporter of either the New Right party or the feminist
movements but rather to make a fair assessrnent of how she dealt with the conflicting
gender views expressed in her environment as she narrates her story. The socio-political

upheaval existing at the time of publication of Bradley's novel rather creates a solid
foundation on which one might rely to analyze her evolving ideology in The Mists of
Avalon instead of revealing her personal political convictions. The questions here asked are
whether or not Bradley successfidiy maintains her utopic matriarcha1 world and whether
her ideology concurs with the feminist views of her time.
Zn cornparison to Bradley' s turbulent socio-political environment, Malory's Own

extemal setting is one of stability where hierarchical order is never broken nor challenged,
yet only i n s o k as gender relations are concemed since his socio-political environment is
unstable with the Wars of the Roses (1455-1485) between the houes of Lancaster and
York As Eileen Power argues throughout her book Medieval Women the female gender of

the Middle Ages possesses some authority and control over persod, familid, and hancial
issues insofar as the hierarehical social Iadder d o w s it. The period is partly characterized
by a general sense of duty and responsibility towards the community, as opposed to the

individual fieedom that exists in Bradley's tirne. This implies that the controversid ideas of

abortion and femaie independence of which Bradley is aware hold different co~otations
for the Middle Ages women. Those issues were indeed rejected and disagreed witb, yet it is
important to stress that the reason leading to this does not derive &om extreme patriarchy

nor sexïsm. The Middle Ages is a period in which practicality is the order of the day, as
stated in the introduction of this dissertation. The high mortality rate that is mainly caused
by the Black Death epidemic that beguls affecting England in 1349 forces the medievd

population to focus on its survival. Therefore, the abstract notion of female sexual
dependence is not seen in this period as connected to human dignity, but it is rather thought
of as a duty towards ensuring the survival of both the family and the community.
As we earlier ïnquired ifBradley is able to portray compIetely her rnatriarchal

utopia given the unpopuiarity of ferninism in her t h e , we may M e r ask to what extent
Malory maintains his own utopia in Morte Darthur, a utopia that is influenced by a
patriarchal ideology. Malory's extemal setting canuot be stnctly qualified as patriarchal;
however, the ideology which he adopts at the beginning of his narrative is kdeed
patriarchal. The reason for this divergence is that the Iiterature of the Middle Ages depicts
ideologies that rely on h t a s y , legends, and myths that do not entkely present the existing
reality, and so it is possible for Malory to begin his work with a patriarchal utopia.
Although the medieval reality does not include gender issues the way our modern culture
does, the socio-political settirig in which he lived can serve as a solid foundation on which

we can rely to analyze his evolution of thought; such an analysis indicates that Malory
gradudy shifts bis ideas fiom a utopic to a realistic ideology.
Bradley's ideological evolution in The Mists of Avalon shows a gradua1transfer
fiom the matriarcha1to the egalitarian ideals (given the ideological setting of the 1980s).
The location in which an author dweils is therefore an important external fàctor
contributing to the fonning of a work's thematic structure. Such an environment might be

saÏd to be reflected within the work's own settïng both geographicdy and culturdy. For
example, Glastonbury is an important setting in b t h works, representing the centre of
Englisfi Christian3-y as it is in reality. In Malory's Iast tale, Gwenevere's burial ceremony
takes place in the Glastonbury chapel during which Lancelot admits for the fïrst time
having sinned in pride and envy and having harmed Arthur and Gwenevere. The bishop
residing in Glastonbury acts as a spiritual guide and a heaier towards both Gwenevere and
Lancelot by absolving them. In Bradley's novel Morgaine h d s inner peace and harmony
when she visits the Glastonbury chapel and realizes her life quest to defend the goddess she
worships. The chapel she visits is divided into two sections, one used by the brothers and
the other by the sisters where a f e d e figure, Saint Brigid, is worshiped for the first tirne.

This scene implies that Bradley, who had previously argued that the matriarchy of Avalon
was the ideal gender view, now supports egalitarianism as she allows herseifto descnbe

both genders as having an equai spiritual status. Therefore, the fictional setting presented in

both works, in relation to the real and extemal respective enWonments of both Bradley and

Mdory, is a usefil narrative device of which an analysis suppoas the present hypothesis.
Of interest in this argument are Bradley's depictions of Avalon and Britain as

geographical settings each symbolizing a partïcular gender view and religion The fist few
pages present the con£lict on which the novel's plot structure relies. Viviane, Avalon's
High Priestess, cornes to Cornwall to meet Igraine her yomger sister. The visit's purpose is

not o d y family-onented, but most importantly it is geared towards politics. Viviane
announces that Igraine will bear a son to a new husband, and she declares that this son is to
defend successfùlly the Old Ways. Viviane explains that Avalon is gradually disintegrating
into the mists that surround it, which is caused by its gradua1loss of spiritual authority over

the outside world of Britain as Christianity becomes more influentid. The high priestess'
main quest, then, is to preserve her religion; this quest is later on given to Morgaine and it

constitutes the main codlict described in the novel. Throughout the narrative, Bradley
depicts the power stniggle between Britain and Avalon, and she directly parallels this battle
to a theoiogical debate between Christianity and pagaaism since Avalon's reason for k i n g
is necessarily a religious one. In consequence, Bradley does not defke her settings with

phy sical boundaries as they rather represent abstrstct ideoIogies, Avalon symbok i n g

matriarchy and the outside world, patriarchy-

It must be immediately pointed out that Bradley's metaphorical use of a
geographical pIace does not Mply a labelling of the citizens of either Britain or Avalon, as
a carefiil andysis of the settings in The Mists of Avalon shows. As stated in Chapter 2, the

various characters in the novel are essentially archetypes although they possess many traits.
Yet they all have their own uniqueness since they are all constrained within the social
codes in their own ways, and this prevents a reader fiom labelling a group of characters
that are present in the noveL In Bradley's work, ail the narrative devices have the potential
to be metaphors. That is not to say that the text functions as an degory, but since Bradley
writes in the fantasy genre, it is probable that each literary device is embedded with a
connotation that contrï'butes to make the Arthurian story a m y h Therefore, the setting can
be seen as representing an abstract idea independently fiom the other devices. As such,

Bradley chooses to depict the Christian, and therefore patriarchal CO Ionization of Britain,
yet she only does so strictly to present the dynamics of an ideological battle about gender
roles, a battle that was taking place in her own time in the twentieth century.
An analysis of how Bradley depicted the politicai dynamics of her time through her

physical setting shows her transference fiom a matriarcha1to an egalitarian viewpoint.

Thus, it is argued that Bradley first portrays the feminist views of female independence, yet
she gradually adopts the conservative ideas on abortion and familial duty to find a
compromise to the confiict. The crucial scene in whieh the compromise is depicted is
Igraine7sdeath. At that point in the story, Igraine has retired to a convent as a nun, and she
has relinquished her royd title of High Queen to Gwenhwyfar. The latter has courageously

fought her agoraphobia to W i l her duty as Igraïne's daughter-in-law by k i n g in
attendance at her bedside since the mother-in-law, now a nun, is dying. In a moment of
anger, Gwenhwyfar blames Morgaine for being absent and not taking on the role, as
Morgaine is Igraine's daughter by ties of blood. T'us, even though only a daughter-in-law,
Gwenhwyfar expresses the conventional view that a woman, at any cost, must attend to
familial duties. This Christian setting represented in these f d y ties is dramaticaily

contrasted by the land of Faerie where Morgaine is in the meantirne abducted. The pagan
land is the place where Morgaine renews her spirituaiity, heals her emotionai wounds,
resolves her inner psychological conflicts, and fin& omnicompetent guidance, and there
she seemingly forgets her familial duties to the outside world, but Faerie land is
nonetheless where she l e m s and adopts the idea of anti-abortion. When she is pregnant
with Mordred, she-decidesto tenninate her pregnancy to protect both Arthw and herself

f?om slander. Yet even if the child is to be born of an incestuous relation, the Queen of
Faeries appears to her and successfully convinces her to reject such thoughts of abortion.
Moreover, the queen has knowledge of Mordred's mystic duty to overthrow Arthur, and so
by convincing Morgaine to give bUth to Mordred, the queen also influences Morgaine to

fulfil the prophecy of Mordred's rebellion for the good of the community, thereby also
imposing constraints on Morgaine' s sexuality- At that point, then, Bradley begins to

relinquish the rigid matriarchal ideology she fust presented in her utopia.
At the beginning of her novel, Bradley does indeed set out to promote a matriarchal

utopia In Avalon, all the priestesses have cornplete sexual fieedom On the eve of the
Beltane feast, they each celebrate the harvest by lighting a fie and choosing a mate for the
night so as to symbolicaIly imitate the druid goddess blessing their land and making it
fertile. Such a ritual is also practised by the peasants Living outside Avalon, but as
described by Bradley, the rise of the patnarchal Christianity condemning the Old Ways
gradually forces the Beltane feôst out of the land. Therefore, Bradley portrays Avalon and
its defence of fernale sexual independence as utopic. Yet perhaps this state is partly
t
for ferninist ideas is gradually
fantastic, for the utopia of Avalon as a p e ~ e csetting
influenced by the rising patriarchal Christianity that she describes. When Morgaine
attempts to revive the Beltane ritual in Cornwall d e r marrying Uriens, the effect is healing

for the priestess who is rigidly set in the Old Ways and who struggles to remain sexually
independent in the intolerant world of Came10t. But the idea of sema1 eeedom that
Morgaine actively defends is iater on revealed to be excessive as Bradley depicts the
negative side of her utopia when expressing anti-abortion views through the Queen of

Faerie and narrating Gwenhwyfar's affair with Lancelet. Ironically,Bradley' s position on
abortion is at that point in agreement with the views of the Catholic and Mormon Churches

that actively supported the New Right in the 198OYs,although she seems at first to reject

Chnstianity when defending Avalon in her novel. However, the two conflicting mentalities
with which she has to deal are symbolically fused at the end as the Glastonbury chape1
accepts femde authority. In the end, Bradley's rigid matriarchy disintegrates with the
synibolic retreat of Avalon into the mists.
Yet Bradley's portrayal of Avalon does not solely serve to symbolize female
independence; it ako represents the feminist idea of female fiiendship. The priestesses

living in Avalon are all sisters towards each other, and each one of them has the duty to
contribute to the weil-being of the community. A striking example of this is when
Morgaine is ordered to undergo a mystical phase in which she creates a magical scabbard

for Arthur that is embedded with spells to protect him when in battle. The experience takes
much of her energy, yet she willingly follows the order to create the scabbard because
protecting the King,Arthm' ensures the survival of Avalon and its ways in the outside
worM as Arthur, when he was crowned king, had pledged to uphold the Old Ways.
Moreover, the priestesses are also spiritually linked by an extra-sensorial gift termed ''îhe
Sight' ', a psychic gift that d o w s them to read one anoother's minds, to have visions and
out-o f-body experiences, and to cofzuzlunicate messages breaking ail physical limitations.

Interestingly, no where in the novel does Bradley ever endow a man or even a Druid with

such a gift, which is indicative of the power that wornen in Avalon have. This inevitably
identifies Avalon as a feminist sorority.
However, such a utopic idea gradually disintegrates and cedes its place to
egalitarian views. The extreme feminist utopia of Avalon and its male submission battle the
rising patriarchy in Britain throughout the novel, but, at the end, Avalon disappears to leave

its legacy partly in the hands of the resulting new egalitarian mentality, The battle between
both extreme gender views overtly begins when Morgaine retums to Arthur's court in

Britain after having fled fiom Avalon and its tyrannical leader Viviane. Britain, as a
setting, is contrasted to Avalon as Morgaine faces sisterly rivalry for the fist t h e . As
described in Chapter 2, the rivalry between her and Gwenhwyfar is ever present in the
novel and it is described as the motivation for most of G w e n h ~ a r ' sacts. Morgaine,

however, does not indulge in her jealousy, as her spiritual quest to regain her fàith in the
goddess and to resume her quest to Save the Old Ways from extinction consumes her
energy. NonetheIess, when she leaves Avalon's sisterly c o m m d y and reaches Arthur's
court, the culture of the island is clearly contrasted to that of Britain, the symbol of
patriarchy. However, the rigid matriarchy Bradley first defended dilutes itselfat the end of

the novel when Morgaine visits the Glastonbury chape1 and notices that female figures rule
their followers spiritual1y side-by-side with their male counterparts, creating a gender

eq-•
Female bonding is also a theme Mafory deais with in Morte Darthur. An important
instance of it occurs in the h a 1 scenes depicted in the tale of 'Tsode the Fair". The herolover of the taie, Tristram, is in Brittany to heal himself of a wound caused by a poisonous
arrow that was shot by a vengefiil unnamed man,Tristram is healed by Isode le Blaunçhe

Maynes who essentially bears the same name as La Beale Isode, King Mark's wife and
Tristram's paramour. The pardel between both Isodes is striking. La Beale Isode first met

Tristram when she was asked to heal him of a sword wound, an act that led to her
inevitable drinking of the love potion and her subsequent passion for Tristram. Similady,
Isode le Blaunche Maynes also falls in love with Tristram, this time with the extemal aid of
her father and brother, King HowelI and Prince Keyhidyns. The love Tristram shares with
Isode le Blaunche Maynes is strong enough to make him briefly forsake La Beale Isode.

The latter openly expresses her feelings of betrayal and scorns Tristram, after which she
d e s a letter to Queen Gwenevere to fhd comfoa and advice. The Queen assures her of

Tristram's faithfihess and answers that he will grow to hate Isode le Blaunche Maynes
and love her the better (Works 272-274).
This plot is crucial to our understanding of Malory's views on fernale relationships.
First, it reveals the potential rivaky which could exist between two women. Female rivalry
is also present in other scenes as well, most notably when Gwenevere bans Elaine fiom her
court in a moment of jealousy after her seduction of Lancelot is revealed to the queen.
Secondly, the Isode story also describes female bonding in a positive Light. Gwenevere is
indeed able to cornfort La Beale Isode when answering her letter, although Gwenevere is

not able to foUow her own advice when she codonts E h e in an &air

with her lover

Lancelot. Another example o f fernale bonding is Gwenevere's order to fonn a jury panel
that is entirely composed of ladies who are to judge Sir Gawain. Undoubtedly, there exist
diverging views about female relationships in Malory's text. On one han& Malory seems to
admit the existence of a female soroxiîy, yet on the other band, he seems to imply that
women c m be treacherous towards each other, which weakens their group.
Contrasted to that femaie communïty of many colors of loyalty is the Round Table.

If female bonding in Malory's work is portrayed as being weak, male relationships are
much stronger. In fact, the faithfülness and courtesy that is expressed among the knights of
the Round Table form the essence of the group's strength whereas these virtues are never
present among groups of women. From the birth of King Arthur's kingdom to the Grail

quest, Malory focuses on the noble deeds of Tristram, Lancelot, Gawain, Lamerok, La Cote

Male Tayle, Ywain, Balin, Pelinor, Palornides, and of course Arthur. Each knight feels a
sense of duty towards the group and takes on every quest for the sake of the Round Table's
reputation and valour. The importance of faithfulness and devotion in a male group is
m e r highlighted by the fact that the Round Table's disintegration begins when each

knight decides to achieve the Grail for persona1 g a h Moreover, Lancelot's afFair with
Gwenevere is another important factor which l a d s to the group's destruction. Lancelot has
been selfish by betraying both his king and his queen, as he himçelfconfesses to the Bishop
of Glastonbury. Malory then, seems at k s t to depict the idea of a utopic male comunity.
However, such a utopic idea of masculine togethemess evolves to become more
realistic. The court of Camelot, symbolizing the epitome of male bonding based on the
chivalric virtues, is nonetheless destroyed as the knights pursue their quest for the Grail.
Participating in this quest, Lancelot inadvertedly kills Gareth and Gaherys and this double
homicide leads to Gawain's obsession to avenge his brothers' death. Moreover,
Mellyagaunce abducts Gwenevere and atternpts to force her to confess of her love for
Lancelot. In the Iast stages of Arthur's deche, Lancelot flees the court and, in the
meantirne, Arthur must prevent k e l f fiom being overthrown by his son Mordred. In all,
the Quest of the Holy Grail marks the begiruiuig of the disintegration of the patriarchal

utopia that was praised in the fist fkw tales, as Malory begins to include treachery and
selfîshness among the knights, leading to the nnaland cornplete destruction of Arthur's
utopic kingdom. Malory, then, is denying the utopic patnarchal world he first descnied.
Furthermore, Malory's ideology continues to develop, and it reaches a point at

which he agrees with the egalitarian viewpoint that better reflects the reality of his time. At
the end of his work, he describes the convent in which Gwenevere lives as king a strong
cornmunify of women. When Lancelot appears to her, she swoons as she is overcome by
her ernotions. At that point ail the Iadies immediately leave their work to support their
abbess Gwenevere. Later on, in the h a I scene where Lancelot and Gwenevere part, the
queen is gently taken care of by the other ladies who bring her to her room to rest. This
implies that Malory's depiction of female relationships at the end of the work does embody
some of the modern feminist ide&. Yet it cannot be said that his ideology entireIy
becomes matriarcha1when his patriarchl utopia is destroyed. M e r , the set of ideas he
proposes at the end transcends gender and they therefore bette1 reflect medieval reality. For
example, in a vision to Lancelot, Gawain appears surrounded by women, and this vision
suggests that both female and male dignities exist m the spirituai realm. Interestingly, the
Mage that Malory creates of this spiritual realm might be indicative of his view that a
woman possesses a SOI& an idea that was debated during his time. This implies îhat Malory
cornes to deny the gendered worldly r e a h of Camelot and its patriarchal chivalry to
support the neutral world of spirituality in which gender is non-existent as the human sou1
is neutral. Thus, Malory begins his tales with the depiction of a patriarchal utopia, yet this
ideology evolves to become egalitarian, and as such, it reflects his socio-political
environment more exactly than a uniquely patriarchal worldAn analysis of the development of Malory's ideas in his Morte Darthur in relation
to his contemporary socio-political setting therefore reveals the rnovement of his thought

fiom a patriarchal to an egalitarian viewpoint. Camelot's patriarchal utopia and the Round
Table embody the concept of chivalry and male bonding. Contrasted to that setting is the
female community that is relegated to a subtext and is seen as minor compared to the
Round Table fellowhship. Interestingly, whereas the Round Table has a set dwelling, the

weaker femaIe group does not have a fked Iocation with a name. However, such a
patriarchal utopia as described by Malory is destroyed when the knights themselves
become selfish, proud, treacherous, vengefil, and uncourteous. Yet Malory concludes his
set of tales by describing a community which does not hold any gender barriers. As such,

he mixes the two extreme gender views of the patriarchal utopia and the feminist
community, and he adopts the eg&arian viewpoint, somehow blending the reconcilable
aspects of both. In so doing, Malory may be said to describe the reality of his own
environment in which women held a certain amount of authority founded on the existing
social ladder in which both men and women lived side-by-side.

By contrast to Mdory's ideological evolution, Bradley's own change of ideas
rnoves fiom a matriarcha1 to an egalitarian viewpoint. Given the context of the antiferninist

backtash in the United States at the time when The Mists of Avalon was published, it might
be said that Bradley must have contributed to the ideological debate wben writing her

novel. She uses the fictional settings of Avalon and Britain to symbolize the abstract
notions of matnarchy and patriarchy. The potent battle between the defenders of the Old
Ways of Avalon and those of the rising Christianity in Britain alludes to the upheaval that
was taking place in the United States in 1982. Avalon defends women's semal fieedom

just as the feminist movements supported abortion, and Christianity as described by
Bradley argues the suppression of female sexuality as it views such a manifestation of
womanhood as satanic. However, Bradley shows later on in her narrative that her utopic

rnatriarchal ideology is excessive; Morgaine does not have the entire sexud fkeedom to

abort her child, and Gwenhwyfar's attempt to free herself nom sexud oppression provokes
her fiair with Lancelet. The conclusion at which Bradley arrives at the end of her novel is
that both matriarcha1 and patriarchal mentalities shouid fuse, thereby creating a resulting
egalitarian culture. Therefore, Avalon and its religious culture must disappear into the mists

as the ideology it has corne to symbolize no longer represents the present and belongs to
the past.

CHAPTER 4

SYMBOLIISM:

THE HOLY GRAIL AND RELIGIOUS DISSENT

One of the main aspects of Morte Darthur with which literary studies on Malory
deal is the work's originality: the goal of these studies is to determine which literary

sources Malory used and whether his work essentidly pertains to English cdture or else to
the larger European cultural fiamework- Many scholars attribute Malory's main sources to

the fourteenth-century alliterative poem Morte Arthure and the stanzaic poem Morte
Arthur' thereby asserting that Malory's work, in essence, pertains to English culture. Others

hold the viewpoint that Malory bases his work mostly on the French Vulgate cycle, the
latter narrating the Arthurian legend in great detail using an early form of the French
vernacular. The French VuIgate cycle has many writers, of whom Chrétien de Troyes and
Robert de Boron are best known, and it precedes another series of romances c d e d the
Post-Vulgate Grail romance that narrates the tale of Tristan and merges Ït with the
Arthurian epic. Such a work undoubtedly influenced Malory, given that France was a

cultural power in the Middle Ages on every level. However, France's influence was put to
test during the Hundred Years War with England (1337- 14531, a war in which Malory most
probably took part, given his social role. Deteminkg Malory's literary sources is thus a
complex matter. Yeî, despite the intellectual controversy concerning his originaiity, the
fact r e m a h that he did have a large number of possible literary sources on which he could

have relied to write his Morte Darthur.

One enlightening piece of information that rnight shed light on the question
concerning Malory's originality can be found in Sandra Ness Ihle's Malory's Grail Ouest:
Invention and Ada~tationin Medieval Prose Romance in which she d e k e s medieval
literary creative process by stating, "Medieval literary art is the art of adaptation. Medieval
romancers not ody use and adapt sources but are at pains to rnake cfear that they are doing
so" (18). Medieval narration pertains more to the oral tradition than to the printed word
because, first, Caxton's printing in England began f i e r Malory's time and it was thus still
a novel concept and, second, the majority of the audience relied on the oral tradition to be
entertained with Stones as literacy was still largely confined to the elite of the clergy and
the aristocracy. Therefore, secuIar stories in the Middle Ages were fieely told and sung

rather than written and printed in book format; and without a substantial and detailed
permanent record of their narration available to the generai public, these stories, which
obviously included the Aahurian legend, were thus inevitably subjected to changes and
free adaptation as they were passed on fiom one entertainer to another.
Given this information regarding medieval creative writing and Morte Darthur's
many literary sources, can one s t i l l dennitely assert that Malory's work is an original one?
An a m e r might be found in Ihle's schoiarIy work as she writes, c'medieval literary

adaptation involves recasting a given story according to the author's own point of view or
according to his understanding of what the material ought to say. The medieval author

found the means to accomplish this purpose in the arts of poetry written in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries" (1 9). Such a statement supports the assertion that MaIory is indeed
onginai, yet only in his appropriation of the Arthurian plot and not in the actual narration
of the legend.

In the Light of this hypothesis, it might M e r be stated that Bradley's own novel is
also another original narrative adaptation of the Arthurian story, and that she was greatly
iduenced by Siàney Lanier's

Talesa fact that she acknowledged in her

list of sources appearing before the prefàce to her Mists of Avalon. The current trend in
literary criticisrn dealing with Bradley's text mainly focuses on her revision of the
Arthurian legend, particdarly her novel gender portraya1 of the traditional Arthurian

characters. For example, Lee Ann Tobin writes in 'Why Change the Arthur Story? Marion
Zimmer Bradley's me Misrs of Avalon", "Bradley's achievement is enormous; by
popularizing a female Arthurian tradition, she is in essence serving the roIe for women --

400 years Iater -- that Malory served for men" (156). Tobin therefore analyzes Bradley's
work in light of the novelist's contriiution to ferninist literature and, like other critïcs, she
argues that Bradley succeeds in re-writing the past to depict an enlightening image of
feminism.
Yet the interest of feminist critics in Bradley's works does not solely rely on The
Mïsts of Avalon; for instance, Diane S. Wood has dealt with Bradley's Darkover series, a
number of science-fiction novels portraying the battle behveen patriarchal and matriarchal
ideologies set in fictional realrns. In "Gender Roles in the Darkover Novels of Marion
Zimmer Bradley," Wood argues that Bradley is able to describe successfilly the social
gender constraints imposed on both Darkovan women and men and the resulting loss of
fieedom. Bradley is thus mostly recognized as a writer whose pet subject is gender issues,

and her works are therefore of high interest to feminist scholars. In consequence, Bradley's
new version of the Arthurian story in The Mists of Avalon, unlike Malory' s Own
adaptation, does not yet raise among scholars questions regarding her originality but rather
interests those thinkers who wish to arialyze gender roles in a new light. Despite this
Werence, Malory and Bradley can be compared since they respectively appropriate the
legend to themselves to express their personal opinions on their mering contemporaneous
environments, each by re-working for himself or herselfthe Arthurian plot structure.
One of the ways in which Bradley and Malory are original in writing their works is
by shaping the characters, the historïcal context, and the plot structure of the Arthurian

legend to present a new moral to the story. This aIlows them both to promote new values.
Assuming that both personally held the values they respectively described in their works by
re-working the story, one might further Say that Bradley and Malory are both asserting their
opinions on various socio-political issues of their respective environments. Yet such
opinions in both works are rather idealistic: Malory and Bradley assert what socio-political
conditions their respective environments should be striving to attain instead of describing

its present dynamics. Therefore, they both wish to p ~ o m o t ea particular ideology, at Ieast at
the begînnings of theu works. These ideologies, as it k argued in this thesis, graduaily

disintegrate at the end of each work, allowing the text to become more redistic. As the
literary theory which concems us here pertains to gender views, the object of the study is to
define Bradley's and Malory's developing gender isole depictions. If Bradley frst sets out
to prornote a matriarcha1utopia, it might be inquired whether or not Malory argues for an
opposite patrïa.chalutopia in his f i s t few tales and whether or not both writers are able to
maintain their respective utopias. The present hypothesis suggests that they both eventudy
fail to support their mering original ideologies and adopt at the end an egalitarian
viewpoint.
We have until now studied a few narrative elements to argue such a thesis

statement. To the Iist of narrative elements relevant to us might be added that of
symbolism However, aaalyzing Maiory's use of symbols by no meam implies that his

work foreshadows in any way the SymboIist movement that is to begh in the nineteenth
century in France with poets Such as Stéphane Mallsarmd, Charles Baudelaire, Paul
Verlaine, and Arthm Rimbaud. Mallarmé summarized the principles of the movement
when stating:
To nume an object is largely to destroy poetic enjoyment, which cornes fiom
gradua1 divination. The ideal is to suggest the object. It is the perfect use of this
mystery which constitutes symbol. An object must be gradually evoked in order to
show a state of soul; or else, choose an object and fiom it eiicit a state of soul by
means of a series of decoding. (Critical Theom Since PIato 673)
This literary principle infiuenced other art forms such as painting and drarna while
overcoming cuItural barriers. It came to be held in coauntries such as Germany, Russia, the
United States, and England, and in 'The Philosophy io f CompositionyyEdgar Man Poe,
whose poetical and prose works were admired and transiated by Baudelaire, defïned the
goal of symbolist poets in this fashion: 'Tt is needless to dernonstrate that a poem is such

only inasmuch as it intensely excites, by elevating the soul; and al1 intense exciternents are,
through a psychal necessity, brief' (Complete Tales and Poems, 980).

It is thus important to note th&, given the main principles of the Syrnbolist
movement and its histoncal place in tirne, Malory's own use of symbolism in his Morte
Darthur should be viewed differently. His symboIism of the Grail is one that contributes to
the meaning of his work rather than entirely shaping it only to produce an intense
ernotiona1effect in the reader. B seems that Mdory only occasionally uses the cup as a
symbol; at times, as an Object, the cup is also defïned solely by its literal meaning. When
comparing Oueste del Saint Graal {a section of the French Vulgate Cycle) with Morte

Darthur, nile writes, "Although Malory shows great respect for his source, the changes he
makes in the description of the Grail are significant. He consistentIy narrows and
concretizes references to it in order to make what in fis source is ineffable into something
simple which we çan know fiillyy'(Malory's Grail Ouest, 32). In the same way, Malory
describes the Eucharist vessel rather than having it act as a metaphor for Christian
perfection. Yet Thle also admits that, "The argument that Mdory nmows his dekition of

the Grail to the Eucharistic vessel is not meant to imply that his conception of the Grail is a
totally integrated one. For example, if the Grail is simply the vessel used in the Mass, then
why the quest for it; and conversely, ifit is a kind of archetypa1Eucharistic vesseI, how can
one Say it is available to a i I men?" (52) Therefore, Mdory's use of the Grail as a symbol is

varied.
Nevertheless, Malory eventually uses the Holy Grail as a symbol even if this is only
occasional. The cup carries fiom time to time a symbolic meaning, and it therefore

somewhat reveais his values and ideals; but a doser andysis of his usage of this syrnbol
shows that such an ideology gradually changes. First, Malory undoubtedly employs the
image of the HoIy Grail as a signifier for the idealized Christian spirihial world, king the
cup used by Christ at the last supper. The quest for the Holy Grail coincides with the fa11 of
the Round Table, and by highlighthg a contrastive ideology to that of the Round Table, the

appearance of the Grail in King Arthur's court both reveals the corruption of the court and
of its chivalric code and defines another ideology that the knights individually must seek,
and thus the Grail's appearance marks the end of the Arthurian kingdom In ail, when
Malory introduces the HoIy Grail, he inevitabiy displays the duality between worldly and
spiritual ideals, the latter overcoming the former and proving themsehes to be superior in

value as Arthur's kingdom is destroyed. Therefore, it may be said that Malory first
describes the chivalric code and the Round Table as utopic, but he soon d e s m i s its
negative aspects and adopts another ideology, a change that is marked by the narration of
his "Tale of the Sankgreal". Thus we speak of an evolution of ideoIogies in Malory's Morte
Darthur.

In Malory's t h e , Christian religion in England was still undivided; Rome still held

an omnipotent spiritual power over the English nation and its king. Yet such a hierarchy

was king put to question, which is exemplified with the nse of the anti-clerical and antipapai ideals of John Wyclif (1320-13 84) and his followers, the loiiards who rejected Rome

on the grounds that the Church was compted. In England, the revolt against papal
authority was rendered officia1in 1534 when Henry VIlI signed the Supremacy Act,
thereby tramferring al1 spiritual responsibility and authority to himself; the king. This
ultimately led to the re-questionhg of Catholic dogrna, particularly concerning
transubstantiation, the idea that the wine and bread used during the Eucharist ceremony is
completely transformed into the body and blood of Christ. A greater number of people such
as Wyclif came to reject openly the Catholic Chwch, and this led to aggressive measures

Eom both sides in the religious war that e m e d G. M. Trevelyan writes, "...the bishops,
though they neglected rnany of their duties, were so far interested in ecclesiastical affairs as
to fight for Church privileges and endowments against all corners, and hunt down the
heretics when heresy, now for the first t h e , seriously raised its head in England with
Wyclifs denial of transubstantiation in the sacrifice of the mass (1 380)" (En~lishSocial

Hktory 57-58). Thus the traditional Christian ideal was being put into question for a more
pragmatic and logical spiritual ideology. The fact that Malory variously uses the Grail as a
mystical object and at other times a s the sacramental Eucharistie vesse1 surely reveals a
parallel between his syrnbolic use of the Grail and the reiigious tension and conflict that
was occurring during this period.

This dichotomy that exists in Malory's use of the Grail as a symbol is shown in his
"Tale of the Sankgreal". Throughout the tale, the cup is described as instilled with mystical
powers; it c m appear both in the physicd and dream worlds, it can heal individuals fiom

deadly wounds and insanity, and it can grant ultimate enlightenment. The vessel is a
mystical one fkom which only the purest of heart, sod, and body can drink. However, the
cup is at times seen strictly as the Eucharktic vessel, and not as the visionary symbol of a
mystical Christian experience. When it first appears at King Arthur's court, the courtiers

drink ffom it, not knowing of its nature and power. In fact, the knights eat thei meals and
drink while there is no mention of the Holy Grail nor even of a mere cup; it is only after the
dinner that an h o w n palfieyed lady reveals to them that they have been served by the
Holy Grail for the first tirne (Works 518-520). The fact that Malory describes the fist
appearance of the vessel in such a simple and discreet marner reveals his view of the cup at
that point in his narrative, as only the sacramental vessel and not as an abstract symbol for

Christian perfection. However, even though he mainly describes it as the simple
Eucharistic Vessel, Malory' s Holy Grail also symbolizes spiritual knowledge and virtue.
Furthemore, the cup can also be seen as a complex metaphor for medieval
Christianity and its inner conflicts. The cup becomes at times in Morte Darthur the symbol

of the ideal medievai Christian dogma while also highlighting the impossibility of its
existence in the physical world. Trevelyan thus writes of medieval Chnsti&v,

"...medieval ideals derived fkom more purely ascetic and anti-mundane sources in
primitive Chistianity, to which pract ice seldorn conformed but which held the field in
theos'' (Enelish Social History 61). It might therefore be ventured that MaIory inevitably
implies the incompatibility of medieval Christiady with the socb-political ideals of his
country, a dichotomy concretely expressed through religious tensions that would later on
lead to Henry W ' s rejection of Rome.
Malory presents this tension realistically through his use of the Holy Grail as a
symbol. The Malorian Christian ideology that is symboked by the HoIy Grail can only be
attained by an elite, for Mdory descnbes it as being incompatible with the physical world.
For instance, of all the knights that are dispersed to fïnd the Holy Grail, only three succeed

in achieving the quest, Sir Bors, Sir Perceval and Sir Gdahad, and these kuights eventualiy
corne to hold the cup solely because of their nobility of sou1rather than their chivalric
v h e s and skills. Moreover, only Galahad attains the entire enlightenment the cup grants

because, as Malory descriies it, GaIahad is the most spiritually virtuous knight; by contrat,
Lancelot is never able to see the Holy Grail truly, because, although he is by far the most
skilfil knight, he holds worIdly values. For Malory, therefore, fùlly attaining the spiritual
ideal that is symbolized by the Grail is an impossible task for the average person. From
thk, it is concluded that Malory is able to describe successfully the reality of the religious
tension existing in his environment.

This complex use of the Holy Grail as a symbol in Malory's Morte Darthur
therefore leads one to view his 'Tale of the Sankgreal" that focuses on the miracles of the
Grail, as a structural narrative marking a change of ideoIogy. Indeed, Malory first begins
his set of tales with narratives praising the knights of the Round Table and the kingship of

Arthur, and these function in his works as utopic writings. Arthur succeeds in al1 of his
royal deeds, and his knights prove their chivalric skills. Malory's first tales include the
narratives praising the skiIls of Lancelot, Gareth, Torre, Pellimr, Ywain, Marhalt,

Alexander the Orphan, La Cote Male Tayle, Tn'lstrarn, and obviously Arthur himself. Al1 of
these knights succeed in proWng their worth; their chivalric virtues and skills are
undisputed and they are seen as heroes. The collection of their tales is meant to portray an
idealized fellowship of men who uphold a non-debatable knightly code of conduct.
However, the utopia of Arthur's kingdom and feliowship disintegrates when the
quest for the Holy Grail begins. In the opening pages of the tale, the Holy Grail appears
before all the knights, hidden under a cloth of white silk, and in a BibIicaI parallel to the
miracle in the desert, the miracle at Cana, and the Lord's last supper, each knight eats and
drinks to satiation ccsuchrnetis and drynkes as he beste Ioved in thys worlde" (works 522:

2); however, the knights soon after decide to swear to hunt for the Holy Grail in order to

see it. This warns the reader that this temporary separation of the knights Eom each other

and Camelot will prove to be the fellowship's destruction, as the appearance of the Grail in
Arthw's court is eventually the Round Table's Iast supper. In fact, the beginning of the

quest for the Holy Grail marks Arthur's awareness of the break of the Round Table
felbwship. When ~e knights depart, he is highly displeased and declares, ". ..1have grete

doute that my trew felyshyp shall never mete here more agape" (522: 33-35). Therefore,

"The Tale of the Sankgreal" marks Wory's change of ideology as he rejects the chivahic
utopia that he k t described.
The fàct that the "Taie of the SankgreaS' marks Malory's change of ideology is
M e r proven by the apparent pardel between Galahad and Arthur. Both are recognized

as worthy leaders by their abiiity to draw out a sword fked in a Stone, and they are chosen
as king or leader in this mystical manner. Arthur's coronation takes place on Pentecost, and
the obvious connotation of spirituai holiness linked to Arthur entices schoIars such as

Edmund Reiss to argue that Arthur is in fact a Christ-like figure- However, Arthur and his
kingdom are eventually destroyed, whereas Galahad completely undergoes a Christ-Iike

ascension at the end of his own quest and He, and this, without having to undergo any
physical triai Iike Christ himself. It is therefore apparent that GaIahad is Arthur's true
successor but one who eventudy surpasses the king in spiritual virtue. From this it is
concluded that Malory does indeed begin his tales with a utopic description of Arthur's
kingdom and government, but that such a promising setting, nonetheless, with its ideal is
later on rejected through the disintegration and physical destruction of Arthur's kingdom.

Malory thus expresses a change of ideals throughout his Morte Darthur. Huwever, it
is highly important to note that the spiritual utopia expressed by the tale of the Holy Grail
does not comtitute one that Maiory will himself adopt. After a& o d y three knights are able
to see the Holy Grail, and although Lancelot and Sir Bors are able to return to Arthur's
court to teach the spiritual ideals reveaied by the Holy Graii, the Round Table is never
completely fiee fiom worldly vices. One crucial example is Gawaui's vengefui feelings
towards LanceIot who had mistakenly killed Gareth and Gaherys, Gawain's brothers,
during his attempt to break fiee fiom the crowd of Ecnights preventing him fiom taking
Gwenevere away and Save her fkom the burning stake. This eventually led to Lancelot's

fleeing the court and his war with Arthur, a war that was urged by Gawain seeking revenge.
The Christian utopia as displayed by the Holy Grail is not strong enough to withstand the
treachery and violence rife amidst the members of the Round Table. Yet most irnportantly,

Malory ends his work with the hope of a fbture reappearance of Arthur and of his utopic
kingship even though he had previously described its weaknesses and eventual fatal

destruction. He writes, "Yet some men say in many p[artJys of Inglonde that kynge Arthure
ys nat dede, but h[ad] by the wyil of oure Lorde Jesu into another place; and men Say that

he shall corn agape, and he shall wynne the Holy Crosse" (Works, 717: 29-32). Malory

thus somewhat reiegates the chivalric utopia presided over by King Arthur to the realm of

dreams and hopes, transforming it into a legend.
Most importantly, the female gender depiction in Malory's work is inter-linked with

the evo lution of his ideology, and this depiction also h d s its expression through his use of
the Holy Grail as a syrnbol. If he describes the reügious tension between a pragmatic fiame
of thought and an abstract ascetic one, he also presents the codlict between extreme

prejudiced gender views and a practical non-typmg gender ideology. As stated earlier,
Malory's contemporary socio-political setting did not always concur with that of fiction.
Particulaxly in terms of gender portrayal, romances depicting chivairy and the so-cakd
c'rules of courtly love" objectified women by portraying them as typed figures and, as has
k e n argued, Malory in his n t s t few tales describes Arthurian women as such. Yet the
reality of the Late Middle Ages included a gender viewpoint that allowed women to be
individuals, an ideology that stemmed fiom necessity and practicality but that did not
exactly concur with the egalitarian values that exist today. If women had k e n exclusively

seen as figurative type Objects during such a period of English history, then how would
men have been able to take on ali of the responsibilities and duties ensuring survival?

In Malory's work, the first tales do iudeed portray the female gender as subjected
to the male counterpart. For instance, Gwenevere is stiil less active than Arthur in her rule
although she holds her own authority over her subjects as a queen. We hear fiom her
mainly when she disapproves and reproaches a knight who has erred fiom the chivalric

ways, but we seldom see her take a definite action in guiding the knights of the Round

Table. Moreover, another instance of the lesser role of wornen is Lady Lyonesse's attitude
towards Sir Gareth in "The Tale of Sir Gareth" where Maiory narrates the knight's quest to
Save Lyonesse. Lyonesse is held captive in Castle Dangerous of the Red Land owned by
the Red Knight, and Gareth eventuaily saves her fiom him, thus definitely proving his
knightly skills, and as t is expected in the traditional romance, he Mis in love with

Lyonesse. Yet interestingly, Lyonesse does not immediatelly respond to his love, and he is
M e r tested as she asks hini to corne back to her in twelvce months, during which t h e she
disguises herselfas a princess to test the veracity of his love. When Gareth is successfùlly
proven, she gives her heart to him entireIy and they marry. A conventional interpretation of

this scene wouId view Lyonesse as the traditional and archetypa1 disdainfiil lady, as
described in the mles of courtly love. However, it has beem revealed by D. W. Robertson

and many other critics that the d e s of courtly love are mistakenly taken for granted. In
consequence, Lyonesse instead can be seen as a pragmatic woman who ensures the
happiness of her rnarriage by carefilly choosing a husband, Yet she is nonetheless codïned
to a domestic setting as it seems marriage is of high importance to her since Ît shapes her
entire life. It is therefore argued that women in Malory7.sk s t tales are stiIl subjected to

men despite their assertiveness.
Nevertheless, Malory undergoes a change of ideas when narrating the quest for the
Holy Grail. Whereas the quests of Morte Darthur preceding; the "Tale of the Sankgreal"
included defhed strict gender roles, the quest for the Holy Grail on the other hand does not
prescribe any set gender identity. Before the search for the CSrail, knights were the sole
actors seeking glory and self-worth whereas women were mainly passive agents, and if
they were ever active, they were nonetheless subjected to threi. male counterparts. In the

early tales that Malory narrates, gender is defined sîrictly in te-

of socio-political ideals.

Men are knighted to take part in the defense of their country and to uphold chivalric values
at ail times, displayhg courtesy, nobility, prowess, cbarity, and 10yalty. Al1 of Malory's

early tales depict the valour of a knight according to those values. On the other hand, on the
positive side of its depiction, the female gender is defined a s a strong force upholding the
chivalric v h e s that the knights must show. Malory presents wornen in his work as a
passive inspirational force that encourages the lazights to express actively the chivalric
ideals. For example, Gwenevere does not need to display knjghtly virtues and skills herser,
but she is a driving force on which Lancelot relies to be counteous. Thus women and men

as described by Maiory in his early tales act in a strictly gendered setting that empowers
women while making them subjected to men

However, the Holy Grail taie marks a cornplete depamire fiom such strictly
defined gender roles. Maiory descriks the quest as k i n g opened to both men and women.
InterestingIy, Sir Percival's sister succeeds in achieving the Holy Grail, thereby surpassing
other knights such as Lancelot. In 'Malory as Feminist? The Role of Sir Percival's Sister in
the Grail Quest," Ginger Thornton and Krista May write, "Scholars traditionaIIy view the

Grail Quest as a male entreprise, an endeavor in which women may help or hinder but not
finally take part.. .Inthe Grail Quest section of the Morte Darthur, however, Malory briefly
abandons that position, redrawing the character of Percival's sister to widen her roIe in
guiding Percivd, Bors, and Galahad on their quest" (Sir Thomas Malow: Views and ReViews 43). Their argument is that Percival's sister in Malory's 'Tale of the Sankgreal" is

more assertive and a stronger more independent woman than in the French La Oueste del

Saint Graal. ObviousIy, Thornton and May's final argument is that aIthough Percival' s
sister does not achieve the Holy Grail per se, she nonetheless metaphoricaZZy shares
Galahad, Bors, and Percival' s triumph in Sarras, the place where finally the G r d is found.
Moreover, Malory does not rely solely on his depiction of Percival's sister to give credit to
women in the spiritual sphere. Percival also meets his aunt, a hermit who lives in the forest
and who is spirituaily advanced enough to reveal partly to him the identity of those laughts
who wiu be able to succeed in the quest. The f e d e recluse acts as a prophet as weU, as
she is able to narrate the circumstances of why the Round Table will inevitably
disintegrate; the answer is that those who becorne part of the Round Table soon succumb to
pride and arrogance, thereby leaving aside moral virtues.

By presenting Percival's aunt, Malory certainly refers to the many fernale mystics
ofthe Late Middle Ages, who were ofien nuns who became religious leaders because of
their reputations as mystics. For example, Julian of Norwich was rniraculously cured fiom

an Uness after she had numerous visions, and she took the opportunity to describe in her
Revelations of Divine Love the mystic experiences she ciairns she had while detaching

herself fiom the world and unif'jhg her sou1 with God. Julian is interesthg in that her work
asserts the existence of Cod as a mother instead of a male figure. Of Julian, Catherine
Jones writes in '"I'he English Mystic: Julian of Norwich," "Perhaps Julian's most
outstanding achievement is her ability to meaningfully explore the nature of the Trinity

(territory which has consistently ensnared even the most gifted theologians) and its
relationship with us, particularly through Christ as the mother of humankind " @ledieval

Women Writers 275). Julian is thus not only a rnystic and a spiritual leader, but she is also
a theologian and religious teacher. Thus, the fact that Malory includes mystics such as
Percival's aunt and even secular women such as Percival's sister among the individuais
who seek the Holy Grail and possess spiritual Wtues surely reveals his change of ideology

&om an earlier patriarchal social system to an egalitarian one that undoubtedly reflects the
reality of his contemporary environment.
Yet whereas Malory sees the Holy G r d as a Christian symbol, Bradley h d s its
source in the cup and its symbolic meaning in the Celtic pagan religion ofien referred to by
Neo-Pagans of modem times as the Old Religion Bradley's social environment includes
religious groups which are referred to by the common individual as Neo-Paganism but that
the folbwers c d the Craft. k o l L. Fry summarizes the Craft by stating:

Pagans follow no central authority; they have no accepted holy book and no
charismatic leader who speaks for the Cr&. ..Each group establishes its own
ritual, recording its practice in its Book of Shadows, a record of ceremonies. The
ritual of a specifk coven may owe much to one of the many approaches, such as
Gardinerian [Gardnerian] (mmed for Gerald Gardiner [Gerald Brosseau
Gardner]), Druid, Dianic (or feminist), Celtic, or any of the several other paths.
And since Neo-Paganism is polytheistic, the names of the deities addressed vary a
great deaL (Weo-Pagan Witchcraft and Fantasy Fiction" 334)
That is to say that Bradley does not actually pretend to describe rnedieval Celtic paganism

in The Mists of Avalon, but rather she transposes the ideals of her own social environment,
geared towards re-possessing the past, into an ancient historicai setting. The histoncal
elements in which Neo-Pagans believe have yet to be either refbted or dennitely proven by
schoiars. Therefore, Bradley's novel is yet to be considered as an undisputed historicd
novel, but it is at least an historical version of the Arthurian legend.

The fact that Bradley reinterprets the Arthurian legend implies that her plot
structure grants her narrative fieedom. Her reinterpretation ailows her to appropriate to
herself the fictional setting and characters of the old legend and eventually to re-shape its
story line in order to express particular ideals. As the ideology expressed in The Mists of

Avalon reiates to modem Neo-Paganism, which Aidan A. Kelly asserts to have s p m g up

ody in 1939 in the south coast of England, it is not nirprising that the domineering ideal in
Bradley's work is feminism, as there exists a strong link between feminism and NeoPaganism. Indeed, Carrol L. Fry writes in her sociological study of Neo-Paganism as it
relates to Bradley's novel:

...Paganism, with its worship of a female deity, exerts a powerful pull on
feminists. And even in mixed covens with a prïestess and priest, the wornan
customarily has the dominant role.. Also, most Neo-Pagans express mger against
Christianity which, as they say, converted members of the Old Religion at sword
point in Europe and subverted Paganism by CO-optingits festivals and debasing its
symbo1s ("Neo-Pagan Witchcraft and Fantasy Fiction" 335)
SureIy, this echoes Bradley's main themes in The Mists of Avalon However, the religious
ideais expressed by the characters in the novel are not necessarily those of Bradley herself:
during Fry's inte~viewwith Bradley, the novelist reveals that she is of Christian fàith and
does not foiIow the rituais and beliefs of Neo-Paganism although she has close contacts
with various members of Neo-Pagan covens. Nonetheless, Bradley's work undoubtedly
shows her great interest in the Craft (Neo-Paganism as referred to by its followers),
particularly because the Neo-Pagan belief system is arnong other thùigs based on
matriarchal concepts. Therefore, Bradley's The Mists of Avalon atternpts to describe a

matriarchd system by presenting the Old Religion as it is believed to have existecl, and it is
not intended to supplant any academic study on medieval Celtic culture.
Therefore, when Bradley describes the religion of Avalon, she transposes the
ideals of her own environment into her work much in the sarne way as Malory in his Le
Morte Darthur. Malory depicts social patrîarcha1 chivalric ide* whereas Bradley describes

the religious matriarcha1 ideology of Neo-Paganism, but both are able to express their

differing views by narratulg the Aahurian story. Both also begh their works by presenting
respective extreme gender views, but each one of them faces a change of ideals and they
eventuaily adopt an egalitarian gender viewpoint at the end of their respective works. Yet
most importantly, Bradley's and Malory's narratives of the quest for the Grail mark this
change of ideology. Both view the Holy Grail as a religious symbol; but Malory essentially

views the Grail as a Christian symbo1 underscoring the corruption and the necessary

destruction of the Round Table, whereas Bradley on the contrâry sees the Grail as a symbol

for matriarchy and for the religion of the Oid Ways. Thus, as Malory and Bradley develop

their separate uses of the Holy Grail as a symbol for their respective socio-religious ideas,
both undergo a change of ideology fiom an extreme gender viewpoint to an egalitarian one.
As she foliows a feminist approach to the Arthurian Iegend, Bradley sees the cup

as an essential symbol for femininity. The Grail represents the female uterus to the
followers of the Old Ways, who thereby attribute cornotations of motherhood, healuig, and

life to the vessel. In Bradley's novel, the Grail is given enough importance to be part of
what is called the "Holy Regalia," a set of objects that Avalon uses for its magic-making

and that includes Excalibur, the Grail, and a spear. The Holy Grail is, according to Bradley,
Me-giving and healing as it is the cauldron of Ceridwen the mother goddess of wisdorn,

and it is therefore a strong instrument of the magic practiced upon Avalon by the
Priestesses. For example, it heals ail the individuals who drink fiom it when Morgaine

brings it to the court of Arthur, which is Bradley's own nanation of the Grail's first
appearance in King Arthur's court, a scene that precedes the knights' departue and quest
to regain the cup. As stated in an earlier chapter, the miracle of the Grail heals

Gwenhwyfkr's agoraphobia, a condition which had afZected her aIi her Me. Moreover, it
allows her to regain her self-esteem and to accept her identity as a woman. Therefore,
Bradley portrays the Holy Grail as a strong ritual instrument used by the followers of the
Old Ways.

Interestingly, Bradley's linking of the Grail with Avalon's rituais parallels the
cauldron that serves as an instrument of magic in Neo-Pagan witchcraft. Meed, the
cauldron is used in modem ntuals of Neo-Pagan circles, and it has much the same
finctions as the Grail in Bradley's novel. In consequence, there is a strong link between the
Holy Grail as described by Bradley and the cauldron used by the Craft, a religion that
includes the ideological aspects of femuiism. This supports the statement that the cauldron
of Cendwen or the Holy Grail is a syrnbol in itself for femininity with its obvious
connotations of femininity, healing, motherhood, and Iife t hat Avalon so adamantly

preserves and defends aga% a rising patriarchal Christianity. The Grail in Bradley's novel

is therefore a powerfùl symbol for the rnatnarchal ideals that are upheld by Avalon.
Another fact supporting the assertion that the Grail is a symbol for matriarchy in
Bradley's novel can be found in the various studies on the HoIy Grail made by AEed Nutt.

In The Legends of the Holy Grail, Nutt argues that the essential body of the Arthwian
legend is derived fkom Celtic folklore, both Irish and Welsh, and so the Grail is here seen
as a Celtic object of myth. He writes:

Thus, old Cehic romance (Irish and Welsh) is Iargely concerned with a race of
supematural beings, the gods of the earfiest Celtic Pantheon, and the mysterious
wonderland in which they dwell.. ..This race is in possession of marvellous
talismans, the chief of which is a syrnbol of fertiIity and increase in the shape of a
cauldron which yields an inexhaustible supply of food to the taste of each partaker.
(55-56)
Nutt's usefùl information therefore aUows one to notice defhitely Bradley's intention to
portray medieval Celtic culture as a mahiarchy and proto-feminist utopia, for Bradley uses
the Grail as a symbol for fertility and sustenance and thereby attributes to it connotations of

fernininity.
Moreover, ifMaIory uses the Grail to depict the religious tension between
medieval Christianity and the rising dissent against its ideology, Bradley also describes a
religious confiict when narrating the events that include the Holy Grail. Tme enough,
Bradley fkst sets out to portray a ferninist utopia by placing the realrn of Avalon in the
foreground. The Grail is part of this utopia as it connotes femininity and as it represents the
Mother Goddess Ceridwen, a deity presiding over wisdom and worshipped by the
Priestesses and Druids. Yet fiom the beginning of Bradley's work, the Old Ways are
threatened to disappear into the mists with the nse in power of the new patriarchal
Christianity. Viviane, Morgaine's aunt and the Lady of Avalon, foresees the retreat of
Avalon and attempts to prevent Ït by choosing a king who will defend the Old Ways.
Viviane chooses Arthur because, according to the laws of Avalon, his ties with Viviane, his
aunt, make him of noble bIood. Her strategy is to have A r t h crowned in Avalon and

sworn to ensure the survival of the Old Ways in Bntain by k i n g handed Excalibur.

Viviane goes so fàr as to have Morgaine, hÎs haIfsister, beget a son fkom hirn to M e r

ensure the royal iineage of Avalon and its authority in Britain. Such drastic measures are
strongly revealing of the level of tension caused by the religious conflict of ideas between
the matiarchal Old Ways and the patriarchal medieval Christianity.
The HoIy Grail and its symbolism as Bradley views it are granted an essential

function that determines the outcome of the religious confIict in her novel. Being a symbol

of matriarchy, the cup is undoubtedly partly a fetish symbol that reassures the priestesses of
the existence of the matriarcha1 ideology while remùlding them of their religious values. As

such, the vesse1 embodies their entire beiief system. Because of this, when Morgaine hears

of Kevin the Bard's thefi of the G r d to bring it to Artfitu's court, she ultimately views his
gesture as a direct attack on the pnestesses and druids as well as a blasphemy of the Old
Ways that upheld a segregation between itselfand Christianity. Because of the cup's
particdar fùnction and symbolism, Kevin's moving of the object &om the sacred place of

Avalon to what is seen as a cormpted worldly court is interpreted as a fiontal assadt on the
Old Ways and upon its matriarchy that views the rise of Chnstianity as a hostile threat.
Whereas Morgaine believes that Avalon must be the sole religious authority in Britain,

Kevin, her lover and the second Merlin, argues for a mutual understanding between the two
religions. Consequentiy, he is seen by Morgaine as a traitor when he steak the cup and thus
transfers its po wer to Arthur's Christian court She therefore imprisons him and sentences
hirn to a traitor's death despite the fact that she is able to understand the benefit of a
religious unification between Christianity and the Old Ways wlien she witnesses the
mirade of the Grail feeding the citizens. The Holy Grail in Bradley's novel is therefore at
the center of the religious war between Christianity and Paganism, which represents the
battle between patriarchy and matriarchy, as a consequence of the vessel's connotations of
femininity. Indeed, Char10tte Spivack writes, "[i] n Bradley's world.. .the struggle between
the cauldron and the cross is profoundly tragic. As the figure of Christ personally

chalienged the power and prestige of the goddess, so organized Christianity threatened the
sanctity of women and nature" (Merlin's Daughters 157).

However, Kevin's vision to form a unifïed religion is duly redized in the end, and
the gender battle is defintely put to rest as patriarchy and matriarchy merge together to
form an egalitarian gender role systern. The Holy Grail becomes present in Arthur's court

and heaIs Christians and non-Chnst ians; and dthough some attriiute the miracle to the
Lord and the Virgin Mary, others like Morgaine believe it is the work of the goddess. As
Bradley allows attriiution to the Grail of both Christian and Pagan connotations, sbe
understanding behveen followers of the
consequently aIso admits the necessity of a MUW

two different religions and for a merging of these fàiths. Shce Bradley intricately links the
Old Ways and medieval Christianity with d a r c h y and patriarchy, a merging of the two

religions therefore irnplies a merging of gender viewpoints. It is not surprishg therefore to
read that the church of GIastonbury, which is bcated h e d i a t e l y outside Avalon, is being
served by both nuns and monks who worship the patron saints respectively assigned to

each gender. Bradley thus undergoes a change of ideals as she leaves the extreme
matriarchal ideology of Avalon for the egalitarian system that is installed in Britain at the
end of the novel.

In sum, Malory begins his Morte Darthur by presenting a patriarchal system
whereas Bradley on the contrary in The Mists of Avalon at first depicts a matriarchal one.

For Bradley, the Holy Grail is a symbol for femhkity and ~e essence of Avalon's beliefs.
By contrast, Malory does not view the grail as assigned to a particular gender. In his work,
the cup is a symbol of Christian perfection while at other times, although it is an object of
mysticism, it represents the Eucharistie vesse1 with its historical meaning. Interestingly,
Malory' tale of the Grail quest is not an essentid male adventure as it includes women and
puts them on the same level as the knights. This marks a change of ideology in Malory
since his previous tales are essentially male-oriented. On the other hand, Bradley uses the
Grail and its attributed symbol of femininity to depict M e r the religious tension and
conflict that she describes between the OId Ways and medieval Christianity; the cup is at
the center of the battle. When she allows the cup to appear in the Christian court of Arthur,
she portrays directly the necessity of merging the two religions, or in broader temis, of

creating a peace between the two ideologies. Because such a war paraliels that of
matriarchy and patnarchy, Bradley also implies the benefits of an equality of genders by

rnerging the two gender viewpoints. In consequence, Malory and Bradley undergo a change

of ideds as they both adopt an egalitarian viewpomt despite the fact that they first set out to
portray their respective gender utopias.

CHAPTER 5

NARIRATIVE VOICE:

GENDER AND LANGUAGE

One of the main topics of debate in feminist iiterary criticism is language as it
relates to gender dennition. Contemporary feminist critics view the traditional English

language structure with which authors have worked to be essentially patriarchal, and they
therefore question its usefuiness for women writers. The majority of feminist critics argues

that women authors using the English language are ofien constrained by the embedded
patriarchal connotations of words, making the Ianguage one that does not entirely provide
the necessary expressions and narrative space to a writer of any gender to describe fully
women's experiences and thereby g a n t the female gender its Own voice. For instance,
because the numerous users of the English language have traditionaily related words
comoting passivity, subordination, and vulnerability to femininity (we notice the
traditional connotations of femininity of the terms "bird", ccmoon",and "gentle"), most
feminist scholars view language as imposing a paeiarchal viewpoint on word meanhg and
inevitably thereby on wntten descriptions of female experiences. In consequence, most of
the critics who deal with English linguistics in relation to gender sound an alarm and urge
women writers to take action and fiee themselves fkom the constraints of an essentially

patriarchal language by building a distinct ianguage for their own gender.

In Feminist Literary Theory: A Reader, Mary Eagleton defines the issue of
language and gender by writing:

According to binary thinking the male constitutes the nom, the positive, and the
superior; the female is the aberration, the negative, the Serior. .there is a long
tradition of reactionary argument which enthusiasticdy discusses sexual
difference in language. At its best, this tradition will label women's language as
subjective, emotional or impressionistic; at its worst, as bitchy or gossip, marked
by the inconsequential. The implicit rider to this definition is that 'male' language
is authoritative, rational, appropriate for senous public p latforms, and that if
women wish to improve their position, then they must become adept in the use of
this language. (204)
This linguistic problem has lead Mary ElLmann in Thinking about Women to refer to the
two Wering languages as ccmasculiney'
and cTeminine" modes of thinking and writing.
Participating in this linguistic debate, Elsa Nettels in Lanmiaae and Gender in
American Fiction analyzes, among other things, utopic nineteenth-century American
Iiterature in the light of its ability to offer new alternatives of narration to a writer. She asks
whether the genre of utopia does not provide writers with a suitable narrative and linguistic
space to overcome gender barriers imposed by Ianguage. Indeed, ifsome writers of the
nineteenth century used the literary device of a utopia to overcome contemporary social
and po litical constraints in the settings and characterizations of specific novels, did they
then also extend this technique to language, and did they succeed in creating a gender-fiee
laaguage? Nettels answers:

When the subject is Ianguage and gender, realist and utopian fiction teU essentially
the same story. So long as the polarities remah, so long asferninine and mascdine
are set in opposition, the binary form, so irresistible in its rhetorical effect, will
itselfpromote oppression and strife...But when novelists create characters aware
of the inequities their language perpetuates, then fiction gives hope for change
(1 86)

Nettels therefore does not view utopic writing with its promise of narrative fi-eedomas
entirely successful in providing the means to create a ferninine Ianguage, insofar as
nineteenth-century American Iiterature is concerned. Nevertheless, utopic Iiterature, iike
any other genre, is always evolving, and we therefore ask whether recent utopic texts, most

probably influenced by scholarly works such as Nettels', were not successful in pursuing
the goal of former ferninist fictions that sought to describe adequately the female gender

and to overcome the gender constraints embedded in the English Ianguage.

The recent developments in the fields of Iiterary theory and linguistics aliow us to
view modem literary works by women authors ina new light. More specifcally, such
information provides the means to fùrther our present inquiry into Arthurian literature by
inciting us to investigate the m e r in which Bradiey was able to build her own narrative
voice as a woman when writing The Mists of Avalon and to uncover an essentially female

Ianguage that would adequately describe wornen's experiences and points of view. Like
any other work by a woman author, Bradley's novel is viewed by femuiist standards as
stnrggling against patriarcha1 literary conventions. For instance, Morgaine seems like the

antithesis of the ideal woman because of her warrior skills and ruthlessness, but according

to modem feminist iiterary theories, such a perception of Morgaine only exists because war

and stohism are traditionally specificaily prescnbed to the male gender, making readers
view and judge her incorrectly as an anti-ferninine character and thus as an anti-heroine and

even an archenerny. Therefore, since Bradley's work attempts to d e k e gender ideals and
conflicts, the present thesis now inquires as to whether she extends this theme to her
narrative voice in The Mists of Avalon, and we examine how she overcomes the
constraints imposed by the patriarchal language that is traditionally encouraged and how
she finds the means to portray adequately the experiences and thoughts of Arthurian
women, whom she puts into the foreground.
In The Mists of Avalon, Bradley presents a feminist utopia through the portrayal
of Avalon's pagan matrjarchal society. However, the rise of medieval Cbrktianity Ihreatens
Avalon's authority in Britain and the religious conflict between the two faiths make
Bradley's utopia an inconsequential one, especially since Christianity does in the end win
the battle of ideals to become the dominant religion, although by then it has adopted some

of the concepts of the Old Religion. Nonetheless, it is precisely because Avalon is
endangered and fights to remai. a religious power that the Old Ways are successfblly
presented as a utopia, although by the end of Bradley's novel, such a setting disappears into

the mists and leaves its niatriarcha1 ideology as an abstraction and a memory. The more
fiagile an environment is, the more we sympathize with its stniggle to survive. When that
environment disappears, its setting Iends itself readily to becoming a utopia as the

individuai cntic seeks an existing problem-f?ee surrounding reflecting the present by
looking at the past Bradley's utopic wrïting departs from literary convention as it depicts
the disappearance and the diminishùig in power of such an idealized setting in the final
stages of Avalon's battle to remain active.
The fâct that BradIey is unconventional or even innovative in describing her
utopic setting invites us to inquire as to whether she extends this q u a w of newness to her
narrative voice. Nettek was not able to uncover any utopic writing in nineteenth c e n t q
American literature that successfidly challenged the patriarchy of the English language and
that provided an adequate language for women. Thiç is perhaps due to the fact that a
century and haifago feminism was still in its early forms, and ferninist writers and thidcers
were thus more concemed with women's socio-political rights than iinguistics. Yet as tirne
evolves, other issues such as language aise w i t b the debate over women's rights. In
consequence, the question posed here is whether Bradley's narrative voice is not another
element of narration that she uses to overcome gender constraints.
Bradley's Lady of Avalon o f 1997 which she composed in the meenth-year
period d e r the appearance of The Mists of Avalon in 1992, is an interesting example of
her awareness of gender barriers and polarities existing in the English language. With its
action spanaing the period fkom A.D. 96 to AD. 452, the novel presents in three
chronological narratives the successive reigns of three high priestesses of Avalon fiom the
time of the community' s foundation to the crowning of Viviane, the Lady of Avalon who

wilI set in motion the formerly published Arthurian epic of The Mkts of Avalon. En the
later Lady of Avalon, Bradley plays with the concept of reincarnation that forms part of the
Neo-Pagan belief system. The fist of its three stories introduces the reader to the
reincarnation cycle of three souls who bear different names and bodies each tirne they are
reborn The cycle repeatedly occurs in each part of the novel and the characters essentially
Iive the myth of the Year-King. Bradley attributes the myth to an unknown ancient religion,
one that Neo-Pagans claim existed long before the main faiths established today and one

that should be re-appraised. The characters of the novel remember only small parts of theu

past lives and only at rare tirnes; but through these hints the reader learns that the myth and

the ancient reiigion are, according to Bradley, part of the culture that existed in the mythic
lost city of Atlantis. More importantIy, through these descriptions we leam about the
recurring myth of the Year-King who, under a High Priestess's demands, sacrifices himself
to save the land in which they live.

The myth of the Year-King is thus introduced in the est section, and the three
sods who make up its main characters take on in this particular section the names of

Caillean, Sianna, and Gawen. Caillean is a priestess who flees Britannia and Roman
imperialism at the beginning of the novel to found Avalon after her former priestess
commmity, called the Forest House, is burnt down. She brings with her Gawen, the son of
the Kigh Priestess of the Forest House and of a Roman soldier who have both passed away,
leaving responsibilities of their son to Caillean. When Avalon is built, Sianna,the daughter

of the Faerie Queen j o h them to become a priestess, and she befiiends Gawen who is
meant to become a druid. Gawen and Sianna mature and fàll in love with each other. Both

struggle with the demands of their vocations while attempting to suppress their desires, and

they thus become archetypal star-cro ssed lovers. longhg for each other aga% the O dds.
Caillean, on the other han& is seen as the archetypai figure of malevolence who is
responsible for the suffering of the two lovers, since as a High Priestess she has authority

over her subjects' lives and imposes social responsibilities on them Gawen and Sianna
eventually overcome the conflict between social responsibilities and personai desires, and

they are wedded and crowned as the Year-King and the Mother Goddess. Yet in the final
scenes of this section, Roman soldiers arrive in Avalon and threaten the establishment, but

King Gawen raises arms and successfully protects the land, although he dies in the process.
At the end of this section of the novel the Year-King myth, which States that the king must

shed his blood for the land in order to Save it, has been duly fulfilled.
The second section uses once more the Ieitmotif of the Year-King and the
Goddess. The three souls now take on the names of Dierna, the High Priestess, Teleri, the
bride, and Marcus Aurelius Musaeus Carausius, an admiral of the British fleet. Bradley
mingles fiction and history by referring in fictional t e m to Carausius, an histoncal figure
who led a revolt against Roman irnperialism briefly in A.D. 287 and who was murdered in

AD. 293 by Allectus his follower. Yet more important1yYBradley echoes the themes of the
Year-King myth she introduced in the £irst section. This is a narrative gesture on Bradley's
part that is structurally supported and imposed by the concept of reincarnation that rules the

fates of the three souk in question; if the three souk live the Year-King myth perpetually,
then they are destined to relive the myth in question at each rebirth. However, Bradley
describes her characters as having the power either to refke or to accept to foliow their
instincts and fates, and in this second section, the three characters are too weak and
insecure to accept their destinies Mly. Diema the High Priestess orders Telen to marry
Carausius to ensure the success of the revok agaiost the Roman Empire. The mmiage is
poIitically geared as it expresses and seals Avalon's alliance with the Britains to overthrow
Roman imperialism, but it is a loveIess union as Teleri is incapable of loving any man

because of a childhood trauma. Moreover, in this retelling of the Year-King cycle the roles
of High Priestess and female consort are not mutually exclusive, and Dierna f d s in love
with Carausius, but she suppresses her feehgs for him because she is too insecure about

her stature and physical appearance to take on the role of the Mother Goddess and unite
with him. This particuiar reincarnated He is thus negatively lived. Yet in the end, the Year-

King nonetheless fùlfïIs his duty, and he sheds his blood to Save the land as he is murdered.
However, if Bradley porbrays in the second section a negatively lived

reincarnation, in the third and final section, she breaks with the dark cycle of the rebUths
that she previously described. The Year-King motif in this section is lived by Ana the High
Priestess, Viviane her daughter, and Vortirner, prince of Britannia. Agzin, Bradley

intenningles fiction and history in this section by including in her work Gwerthefyr
Fendigaid, King of Gwerthefyriwg, usuaily referred to as Vortimer, who lived in fifthcentury England and fought against Germanic invasion. As the cycle imposes their union,
Ana marries Viviane to Vortimer, and the latter is killed in saving Britannia.
However, Bradley does not end her set of narratives at that point. She goes on to
narrate the ernotional healing of Viviane who had been in mourning over Vortimer. Later
on, Viviane is crowned as the Lady of Avalon. During the ritual, she experiences a mystical
event on the mountain of Avalon, the Tor, as she *esses

the reincarnation of the Merlin,

a powerfil dniidic spirit, in the body of Taliesin the chief bard. During her experience on

the Tor, the Merlin reveals to her that he has corne to consecrate her as the Lady of Avalon,
and d u ~ the
g ritual of consecration, she obtauis a vision of al1 of her pst lives. Bradley
writes, "She was Viviane, and she was Ana She was Caillean, calIing the mists to hide
Avalon; she was Dierna, burying Carausius on the sacred hill; she was every High Priestess
who had ever stood upon this Tor. Their memory awakened in her, and she knew that fiom

this time forward she would never be entireV alone" &ad? of Avalon 456-457). In this
way then, Viviane is able to transcend the reincarnation cycle, and she overcomes the tragic
recurring of the Year-King prophecy. This gives her hope of lkding the supreme King of
Avalon, the Pendragon or Son of a Hundred Kings who bears the title of the Sacred King,

and of giving him the power to d e eterndly over the land and to protect Ït, thus
foreshadowing the existence of King Arthm who had appeared in Bradley's earIier novel,
The Mists of Avalon,
The Neo-Pagan view of reincarnation and the myth of the Year-King are themes
that are stnicturaily linked to the complex narration of Bradley's Lady of Avalon, and they
allow her to depict the polarities that exist in the English language and that gender it. More
specificdy, the myth of the Year-King perpetuates gender dichotomy with its fixed word
meanings. The legend, as Bradley narrates it and alludes to it in both Ladv of Avalon and
The Mists of Avaloq, originates in fXry foMore. She asserts that in ancient times, the
fairies were ruled only by a Queen and her pnestesses who supported their subjects by
enchanting the deer into sacrincing their bodies for the tribe of fairies to eat. Yeî, ali things
being fair and equal, the Queen d s o had the duty to choose a consort each year, one who
would die in sacrifice to repay the tribeysdebt towards nature. The consort is called the
Homed One who is to obtain al1 of his desires until the tirne is ripe for hun to put on antlers

and a deerskin so as to become tentatively one with the deer. During the process of the
Homed One's intrusion in the herd, the Virgin Huntress or the Mother Huntress, a deity,
puts a speil on the herd and the Homed One to nin into the woods. Yet it is said that by that
tirne, the deer have already chosen their own leader, the King Stag. The stag would often

smeil out the stranger among his herd and turn on hirn so as to kill the intruder and thus
protect its herd, provoking a battle in which the Horned One, the queen's consort who

joined the herd, would eventudy die and thus pay the tribe's debt (The Mists of Avalon
170-171). The fàct that Arthur is able to kill the King Stag in The Mists of Avalon uidicates

his overthrow of the old ritual ind its cycle of destruction while asserting himselfas the
supreme Sacred King who will mle the land etemally. He succeeds in transfonriing the
environment into an idealized one in which nature and its inclement ways are finally
entirely subdued by humans.

In Bradley's later novel, Lady of Avalon, the ritual of the Year-King completely
shapes the fates of the main characters participating in the re-enactrnent of the myih. For
instance, Gawen and Sianna in the fkst section of the novel accordingly become and
ernbody respectively the figures of the Horned One and the tribal Queen. However, during
the sacrifice ofthe Year-King,the King Stag does not kill Gawen as Bradley
metaphorically sacrifices Gawen to Roman soldiers. The soldiers have corne to Avalon to
capture him because they consider him a traitor to Rome for having denied his Roman
culture and heritage and adopted the ways of Avalon. The battie that ensues between the
soldiers and Gawen therefore replaces the archaic one that formerly took place in ancient
times between the queen's consort and the deer, but it still expresses the pagan belief of a
vengehl and demanding cosmos towards which humans hold a debt for king sustained. In
ail, the myth of the Year-King is not inconsequential in Bradley's works, as it is the

essential foundation on which reside the fates of its characters as well as o f those in the
earlier The Mists of Avalon.
The description of the Year-King myth as presented by Bradley clearly bases itself
on strict gender definitions that impose a male and female polarity on social dynamics. In
Bradley's maîriarchal society depicted in Lady o f Avalon and The Mists o f Avalon, men of
authority are specifically demanded to sacrifice

their lives for the protection of the land.

Women of equal power to those men have the duty imposed on them either like the tribal
queen to choose a good consort or like the Virgin Huntress to enchant nature and man. The

a h of this duty is to provoke an active and often belligerent negotiation between humans
and the cosmos in order to create cosmic harmony and peace. Bradley thus defines
masculinity as the active side of the polarity existùig in her gender depiction, and she

subsequently relegates feminuiity to the other extreme that h d s its expression in passivity-

In cIearer terms, the polarity that she descnîs in both Ladv of Avalon and The Mists of
AvaIon suggests Car1 Jung's concepts of the mima and the animus. These terms define the
feminine and masculine aspects of a personality, the anima embodying passivity and the
animus, activity. If we extend Jung's concepts in psychology to the field of sociology,

society can then be viewed as divided by a polarity of gender in which rnasculinity
qualifies as active and femininity, as passive. Such a polarïty is described by Bradley in
both of her noveis, particularly when she narrates the Year-King myth that shapes the
concepts of gender existing in Avalon' s soci d dynamics.

In Lady of Avalon, the plot structure and characterization of the novei are
therefore highiy gendered since they are completely based on the Year-King myth. All the
characters and theEr destinies are shaped by their gender, and this implies that their
experiences and inner thoughts are gendered as well. Bradley thus uses a language that
reflects either passivity or activity depending on the gender of the main character on which
she focuses. Her narrator is omniscient, and this allows her to describe in detail the inner
realm and psychology of each of the three main characters of her reincarnation cycle.

These two narrative voices are here termedferninine and masculine voices, the feminine
king linked to emotions, the subconscious, introversion and passivity, and the masculine
to rational thoughts, the conscious, exhoversion, and activity. These two voices clearly
represent and express the gender stereotyping of modern times.
However, the fact that Bradley employs a ferninine anima-like language and
narrative voice to portray the lives of women does not necessarily imply that she describes
the female gender as weak or inferior in value to the male gender. It is important to note
that her type of feminism does not atternpt to change or abolish gender concepts. Her goal
rather is to present the negative sides of amibuting a value to each gender and of
subordinating one to the other. Her works show that she does accept gender polarity in o u
society and also that she views patriarchy only as a systern that creates and encourages
male empowerment instead of one that is responsible for gender defining. In this way, the
wornen of AvaIon as described by Bradley do indeed embody femininity when they are in

power, and she shows that this is not a contradîctory nor an incoherent concept. In her

works, the anima of a person or of a Society is not necessarily quaiifïed as weak or
inconsequential. Therefore, in Lady of Avalon, Bradley d e s d e s fernale experiences with
a fernale voice and the male ones with a masculine voice even though the social system she
describes is purely matriarchai.
An example of how Bradley uses both masculine and feminine voices in her Lady

of Avalon according to the gender of the character she focuses on is found in the first
section of the novel. In one scene in which Gawen fiees Avalon to reach his grandfather, a
Roman magistrate, Gawen rebels against Avalon's bigotry towards Roman culture. While
he stays in Britannia and makes plans to enroll in the Roman legion, his love for Sianna

awakens his psychic powers, dowing him to undergo a para-physical experience and to
communicate with her. The paragraph describes Sianna's love for him and her loyalty.
There is the ritual of the Beltane, the feast at which every priestess and priest couple
randornly to symboIize the Mother Goddess blessing the land to render it fertile, and this
ritual would normally force Sirinna to share her love with another druid. However, Siirnna
proves her agility to overcome these religious constraints by offering herseLfto become the
guardian of the Holy Grail, which must strictly be watched by a maiden. As this warden,

Sianna is able to preserve her virginity and choose her consort herself although she must
wait for hirn to return to the island. The brief scene in which she m a t e s her scheme to
preserve her virginity for Gawen during the para-physical experience is narrated with a
feminine voice; the scene is d e n in a tone describing love and devotion as Bradley
writes sentences such as, "'So long as a keep this trust, 1 may rernain a maid and wait for
you.. .."' (Ladv of Avalon 8 1) and as she repeatedly uses the word

However, soon

after, BradIey abruptly changes to the masculine narrative voice as she describes Gawen's
soldier-training.and his ensuing participation in a Roman battle against rebels, which
results in tragic blood-shed. On the same page as Sianna's expression of love, Bradley
narrates the festival of Jupiter held by the Rornan settlers, and her diction is filled with
connotations of power and activity as she uses words such as 'playing field," '2nagistrate,"
"notables," "games," and cZmperor" (81-82). In Lady of Avalon, Bradley thus alters her
narrative voice fiom the feminine to the masculine and back, and she uses this technique

throughout the novel. This shows that Bradley is truly aware of the constraints that
patrÏarchy imposes on language, as she reveals her awareness of the gender polarities that
patrïarchy creates.
How Bradley is aware of the constraints of patnarchy on language is overtly
apparent in Ladv of Avalon, but by contrast, in The Mists of Avalon, she never uses the
masculine voice at ail. There, the gender polarity that exists in Ianguage is consequently
less apparent. The male experience in The Mists of Avalon is set aside and does not form

part of the foreground, and the reader is unaware of the inner thoughts and secret feehgs
of Arthurian men except for those of lancelet. Throughout the text, Bradley uses a
feminine voice that embodies the four female qualities represented by the four faces of the
goddess worshipped in Avalon, just as her characterization of A r t h i a n women is
deterrnined by the different aspects of the same goddess. Of the Celtic goddess, Char10tte
Spivack writes:

The goddess of ancient Britain, like the goddess in most ancient matriarcha1
cultures, bears a resemblance to the feminine quaternity in Jungian psychology. In
Jungian t e m there are four dimensions in the feminine psyche: mother and
maiden at opposite poles and wise woman and warrior at opposite poles. Every
woman to a certain extent participates in each of these four cardinal dimensions,
but most women tend to fkvor one aspect over the others.. .Each of these four
types can be manifested in either a positive or a negative way. (Merlin's
Daughters 150)
Thus, it is stipdated that Bradley's narrative voice, like her characterization, possesses four

differing styles of diction, styles that suggest Jung's feminine quatemity.
An example of Bradley's depiction of the warrior aspect of fernininity is shown
when Bradley reveals that Morgause, Morgaine's aunt and Gawaine's mother, had ordered
one of Gwenhwyfar's servants to add a herbal mix daily into the queen's evening drink that
would render GweIlhwyfar Meaile, thereby ensuring Gawaine's ascension to the throne
since Morgause's fSiIILily directly follows Arthur's in the aristocratic Iine. Bradley describes
Morgause using black magic to obtain a vision of the knights and the women ùiCamelot so

as to gain secret information that would alIow her political ambitions to be reahed. The
chapter overflows with words relating to violence, such as "blood," cccut,'y"slaughtered,"

and "savage push". Moreover, the conternpt and hatred that Morgause holds against the
dweIIers of Camelot fiirther exemplifies her aggressive aspect as she qualifies others as
idiots and sacrifices a dog and her kitchen servant with cmelty during her practice of magic
(The Mists of Avalon, 815-82 1). Bradley's diction and tone in this particular incident take
on a ferninine voice, one that paraliels the warrior aspect of the goddess of Avalon who is
violent and destructive but always introverted and passive.
Yet the goddess worshipped by the pnestesses in this same earlier novel also takes
on a healing aspect. Accordingly, when a scene asks for such a healing presence, Bradley's
narrative voice cornes also to embody its feminine aspect. For instance, when Morgaine
and Kevin the bard first fidl in love, Morgaine7saectionate emotions heal the bard's pain
of king misshapen, although his cynicism and insecurity prevent him at fïrst fkom
acknowledging her cariug feelings. By expressing her feelings of care to him through
physical cure, Kevin is ailowed to purge bis suffering and to overcome his insecurity
towards his appearance. The tone overfiows with tender feelings as Morgaine gently cures

him of his emotional pain, as Bradley here uses words such as ckarmth," "clo se," c'kind,"
ccs~ft,'7
and "gentle" etc. (The Mists of Avalon 4 16-419). This diction, combined with the
narrative tone and the simple and isolated setting in a bani, is usehl in representing the

healing aspect of the goddess of Avalon The goddess is a deÏty that embodies true
fernininity in Bradley's writuigs, and Bradley here again uses the feminine narrative voice
to represent the type of femininity she portrays as ideal through the concept of the druidic
goddess.
Moreover, Bradley's narrative voice also has the ferninine aspects that embody the

two other facets of the Old Religion goddess, namely wisdom and love. In The Mists of
Avalon, the Wise-Woman figure of the deity who expresses its wisdom is represented by
Bradley's narrative voice particularly in the scenes when she narrates Viviane's ruling over
her subjects. Although Viviane dwells in a matriarchal system ofwhich she is the authority,
she stills embodies the passive anima of her society. The idea is founded on the
subconscious and its hidden secret desires and raw emotions, and Bradley assures the
reader that these feelings and desires are predominant and powerful. In the scene where

Viviane meets the twelve-year-ofd Morgaine and decides to bring her to Avalon to be
trained as one of the pnestesses, Bradley writes, "'Uther is not my master,' Viviane said
slowly, 'and no one can rule over another's conscience.. ."' (The Mists of Avalon, 121).
This is a typical example of Viviane's intellectual and philosophical skills. This scene, in
which a young Morgaine argues with Vivianne that women are not allowed by Uther the

King to believe in paganism, is written in a particularly dry and spasmodic rhythm, and the
rhythm is rerniniscent of the coldness and matter-of-factness of intellectual work, which
sometimes Ieads to wisdoa Moreover, the fact that the scene uses the word "discipline"
twice (pages 122 and 123), to describe Viviane, surely indicates Bradley's representation of

the Wise- Woman aspect of the goddess with a female narrative voice.
The last aspect of fernininity that Bradley represents through her narrative voice in

th& same novel is love. This is exemplified when she narrates the scene of Igraine and
Uther's first private encounter, characters who later on wiU beget Arthur. Bradley first
writes a description of the setting, a twilight graveyard behind which exists an orchard of
apple trees that are in fidl bloom, emitting a sensuous scent. The mood that Bradley creates
is one of quietude, inner peace, and heavedy bliss. To Igraine, the scenery is an escape
fiom the everyday stenches of the city and, metaphorically, fiom her problematic marital
situation. Igraine and Uther at that point discuss politics and social issues, but most
importantly they leam about each other and rapidly confide in each other as they express
their inner emotional turmoil (The Mïsts of Avalon, 43-46). Both therefore build a strong

link that will eventually lead to their passionate love. With this description, Bradley uses a
feminine voice, as the Ianguage she employs dludes to and cornes to represent one of the
four faces of the goddess of the OId Ways that, according to Bradley, ernbodies tme

fernininity.
However, an analysis of Bradley's use of a feminine narrative voice in bo th The
Mists of Avalon and the later Lady of Avalon also reveals her inability to create a
specifically ferninine language that successfully stands against linguistic constraints

imposed by patriarchy. In Ladv o f Avalon, she shifts her narrative voice back and forth
fiom the masculine to the feminine according to the gender of the character on which she

focuses. This shifting shows her acceptance of the gender polarity that exists in both
language and Society. In this particular novel, Bradley does not attempt to overcome the
segregation between men and women that springs fkom gender difference, and even though
Viviane is able to transcend the reincarnation cycle that is detennined by the Year-King
myth and to which her sou1was subjected, the Year-King myth and ritual nevertheless stilI
powerfùlly define and prescribe gender in Avalon. Viviane is able to obtaui a supreme
sense of identity, but her mystical vision on the Tor mountain does not alter the social
dynamics of Avalon and its undisputed and clearly defined gender concepts.

But it must be noted that the earlier The Msts of Avalon does not employ the two
distinct masculine and feminine voices that Bradley uses in the later Ladv of Avalon. The
novel is entirely narrated in the feminine voice, one that is detennined by the many facets
of femininity embodied by the goddess of the Old Ways. Only by reading the later Lady of
AvaIon as an epilogue to The Mists of Avalon do we realize that the feminist utopia that
Bradley so adarnantiy defended in the Iatter e v e n d y completely disintegrates. Indeed,
The Mists of AvaIon attempts to defend a matriarchal system in order to uphold a feminist
ideology, and this utopia is incamated in the meta-literature of Bradley's narrative voice.
However, as an analysis of its other literary elements shows, the utopia of The Mists of
Avalon disintegrates and this disintegration indicates her changing of perspective towards
gender concepts. Appearing meen years Iater, Lady of Avalon reveals that as her ideals
changed fiirther, Bradley adopted an egalitarian viewpoint. This is shown in her differing
narrative technique in the later novel as she successively empbys a masculine and a
ferninine narrative voice without attributhg any value to gender concepts, whereas in the
earlier novel, she only used the feminine voice.
Zn a simila. fashion, it can be m e r asked whether Malory's narrative voice in his

Le Morte Darthur does not also reveal a change of gender ideology. Malory's narrative
style is seldom analyzed in terms of feminist literary theories although many scholars are
nevertheless interested in studying his language and style. In his introduction to Studies in
Malorv, James W. Spisak lists Eugène Vinaver and C.S. Baldwin as eminent scholars who
did indeed write on MaIory's style (S), but their works rnainly focused on purely linguistic

aspects of Miiory. They compared Malory's manuscript to the French Arthurian sources,

and, although works !ke P. I.C . Field's Romance and Chronicle do concentrate entirely on
Mafory's narrative style, the results of these specific studies are seldom extended to extraliterary concepts. In consequence, there are only a few works on which we can base our
present study to analyze Malory's narrative voice in the light of feminist concepts, even
though his characterization of women h a recently interested numerous feminist scholars.
However, Malory intriguingly does use a masculine voice and he even cornes to
use a feminine one, although he was undoubtedly unaware of the concept of a gendered
narration. The chivalric utopia of the Round Table that is based on patrimchal principles
seems ormipresent in his first tales, and accordingly, the patriarchal system that Malory
defends in his work is represented by various literary elements, including a male narrative
voice. Inthe tales that precede the quest for the Holy Grail he &tes of men's experiences

in his main text while relegating those of the Arthurian women to a subtext. Geraidine
Heng writes in 'Enchanted Ground: The Ferninine Subtext in Malory":
Because the fernale is read as adjunctive (though necessary), a specifïcally
feminine point of view in the work is never Mly recovered, but remains oniy an
inchoate potential, subsumed and dispersed within other discourses. A subtextual
reading is needed to extricate and identw the outlines of that view, and restore
thereby a certain equivalence. The disruptive gestures and energies, intrusions and
interruptions that are lodged within surface textuality ultimately point to a
submerged second narrative interpIaying with and often prompting the fist, and
marked by a recognisably feminine voice. (Arthurian Women 97)
Malory's narrative voice would appear to be gendered, and this leads us to ioquire into the
nature of such a polarized m a t i o n . It also prompts us to ask whether this literary element
of a mascuiine narrative voice does not reveal a change of gender ideals in Malory, as a
study of the other elements of fiction in lis work have previously shown.
When MaIory narrates his fist few tales, he presents a patriarchal utopia with the
concepts of chivalry as upheld by the knights of the Round Table, even by those who, like
Sir Tristram, are not Arthur's subjects. Because chivalry and its patriarchal concepts
predominate in the work, masculine viewpouits and experiences therefore aIso dominate

the text, making the feminine realm part of a subtext. Chivalry, as defined by Léon Gautier

in Chivalrvyis essentially a military Christian fonn. F. J. C. Hearnshaw in "Chivalry and Its
Place in History" also attributes the origin of chivalry to the thirteenth-century Christian
crusade against paganism and he states that it was founded on honour, courage, sense of
adventure, pity and compassion, and selflessness. Yet despite its focus on the male gender,
chivalry, as argued by Hearnshaw, did allow women to gain power, even though this
ernancipation was fâr fiom concurring with modem feminist ideals. He writes:

Within the century AD. 1050-1150, damehood Lke knighthood was ernancipated
fiom feudalism.. .When the husband was at home, he kept the wife in order by
such severe coqoral chastisement a s c~cumstancesmight require. When he was
abroad, the wife disported herself as she thought fit; but she was, as a rule, quite
capable of managing &airs in the lord's absence, and even conducting the
defence of the castle, if she were c d e d upon to do so. CChivahy, Edgar Prestage
ed., 16-17)
This supports the hypothesis thst medievai women did in fact have a certain amount of
authority, although they were still subjected to their male counterparts. Therefore, even
though the concept of chivalry does include a high social status for wornen of the
aristocracy, its essentid code is nonetheless patriarchd. This -lies

that when Maiory

upholds the chivalric ideal as a utopia, he is also acknowledging patriarchy to be positive.
Because the male gender is predominant in Malory's &st tales, his work is
undoubtedly narrated with a masculine voice that adequately describes Arthwian men and
their adventures. Whereas Bradley was required to use a ferninine narrative voice in order
to depict female experiences tnithfully, Maiory on the contrary has to employ the
masculine voice to depict the knights whose lives are solely determined by the code of
chivalry. For instance, Bill Williams on his web site, Concordances of Great Books, lists a
cipher of instances in which the words C'wannth,"and c'soft" appear in Malory's text. The
database also informs us that Malory employs the word c'womb"only three times in his
eight-book text. The fàct that these words, so profusely used by Bradley in The Mists of
Avalon, seldom appear in the text shows Malory's preference for a masculine narrative
voice since these words specincally connote feM

y

. This argument is fùrther supported

by the fact that the word ''war" in al1 its difEerent spellings and grammatical forms is used

57 times and ''chivalry", agah in all forms and spellings, is employed in 21 instances,

while clundness," 'Icynde," etc. appear 34 times.
However, as it has been shown in Chapter 4 when Maiory begins his "Tale of the
SsuScgreal," the patriarchal system of which he seems to be a supporter disintegrates. The
quest for the Holy Grail in MaIory7swork marks the begirining of a change of gender
ideals. This evolution is, however, not only shown through his characterization, syrnbolism,

and setting, but also through his narrative voice. Indeed, whereas he first begins his work
with a masculine Ianguage, the subsequent story to his 'Tale of the Sankgreal" is at t b e s
intriguingly narrated wifh a feminine voice. The book entitled "The Knight of the Cart,"

which is narrated after the quest for the Holy Grail, begins with a pastoral-like though
preaching description of the month of M a y and of love. As such, it represents an abrupt

narrative departure fkom MaIory 's u

d descriptions of wars and battles. Malory's diction,

which had untiI now given preference specincally to a patriarchal language, here is
embedded with words such as '%lossom," "flourish," "spring," and '?ove" (Works, 648-

649). Such descriptive language is reminiscent of Bradley's picture of the apple orchard in

which Igraine and Uther fa11 in love. Thus, &er having introduced women as powerful
beings in his "'Taleof the Sankgreal," Mdory undergoes a complete change of ideals as his
patriarchal chivairic system disintegrates, and this ideological revolution extends to the
meta-literature of his narrative voice, meta-Merature k i n g the literature that is created by
narrative techniques or usage of literary elements that communicate ideas independently
fiom the content of the text.

The manner in which Malory's gender ideah develop reveals that whereas he
supported patriarchy at the beginning of his set of tales, he gradually adopts an egalitarian
gender viewpoint. After the starting paragraph. of "The Knight on the Cart," Malory
retunis to a masculine narrative voice as he describes Gwenyer's (Maiory's spelling)
abduction by Mellyagaunte and the subsequent battle of honour between the latter and
Lancelot. Yet the following and last book, "The Most Piteous Tale of the Morte Arthur
S a m Guerdon," begins with a clearly ferninine voice. Malory here describes in the fkst

paragraph another May scene, and he uses the same diction as in his previous description of

sprùig in 'The Knight on the Cart". Yet, the last book concentrates on Arthur's death and
the destruction of his kingdom and the Round Table, and the foIlowing paragraphs and
chapters therefore take on a masculine voice as they nmate the war between Arthur and his
son Mordred and the animadversion between Lancelot and Gawah Malory thus alters the
gender ideals that he fist supported in order to adopt an egalitarian viewpoint as he
successively gives equal narrative space to each gender by using respective narrative
voices, as Bradley did in Lady of Avalon. Therefore, the fa11 of chivalry in Morte Darthur
not only marks the disintegration of patriarchd concepts, but it also shows the granting of
greater narrative space to the fernale voice.

In consequence, Malory and Bradley' s respective gender ideoIogies that are
presented in their differing utopias evolve in each of their works. Whereas MaIory begins
his set of taies by supportkg patriarcbal concepts, Bradley, on the contrary, argues for
matriachal ones. Indeed, Malory's idealization of chivaky in Le Morte Darîhur necessady
entices him to promote paîrîarchy, whereas Bradley's sympathy for Neo-Paganism and
Celtic folklore has her defending matriarchy in The Mists of Avalon and later on in Lady of
Avalon. We have until now studied three traditional elements of fiction as used by both
writers in their respective works, and these Iead us to conclude that they both corne to
adopt an egalitarian gender viewpoint. Furthemore, the narrative voice of a text, insofar as
the concept of meta-literature also d o w s us to see, also supports the present hypothesis.
Malory begins his tale by using a masculine voice, and accordingly, when he

gradually presents the impossibiiity for his utopia to exist, he d o w s greater space for
female voicing, which he had previously relegated to a subtext, by employing a definite
ferninine voice. Malory does not abandon a masculine voice altogether, but he altemates
between the two types of narrative voices, thereby proving his adoption of the egalitarian
viewpoint. Similady, Bradley begùis her own version of the Arthurian legend by using a
ferninine voice, as her goal is to promote matriarchy as an ideaI. Yet Avalon disappears
into the mists, and her feminiçt utopia therefore disintegrates, makùigthe reader see the
matriarchl ideology as impossible. Only by reading Lady of Avalon, published after J&
Mists of Avalon, do we notice that Bradley has undergone a change of gender ideals by

using in alternation the masculine and feminine narrative voices. This later novel reveals
that Bradley like Malory tmly cornes to adopt egalitarianisrnas her main gender view, and

that it is shown by her use of narrative voice as meta-literature.

CONCLUSION

In The Mists of Avalon of 1982, Marion Zimmer Bradley appropriates the Round
Table legend and uses Celtic historical past and folklore to write a novel in which she

attributes predominant rnatnarchal values to the Arthurian society, thus making it a

feminist work. Her goal in rewriting the Arthurian story in this manner is to promote the
ideology of matriarchy by descri'bing the ide of Avalon and the religion of the Old Ways as

a matriarcha1utopia that must be protected. Yet, in the end, the island fails to survive and
disappears into the mists off the British coast. With this, Avalon's matriarcha1 ideology
also becomes extinct despite the fact that Bradley first presented the idand and its

matriarcha1 religion as being a permanent utopia This argument of the novel has invited us
to ask whether Bradley does not undergo a change of gender viewpoints as the plot of her

For his part, Sir Thomas Malory's Le Morte Darthur (1485) differs fkom Bradley's

novel since it promotes chivdry and thereby a patrïarchal ideal. Whereas Bradley writes of
Avalon and its feminist utopia,Malory writes of Carnelot and its patriarchal utopia that is
upheld by King Arthur and his knights. Malory thus supports the paîriarchal ideology
embodied in the code of chivaky, at least in his fxst few tales. Yet, the Arthurian kingdom

and its ideology disintegrate at the end of his work, more specifically d e r the "Tale of the
Sankgreal," which brings to Eght the corruption of Arthur's realm and foreshadows its
destruction. Therefore, Malory's patriarchal utopia of the Round Table becornes extinct as
does Bradley's utopic Avalon, although he asserts that Arthur and his kingdom will one
day return. In consequence, this thesis asked whether Malory's work does not also reveal a
change of gender ideals as seems to be the case with Bradley. The main goal of this present
work has been, therefore, to ask whether Malory's gender viewpoint does not evolve fkom

patnarchy to egalitarianism and conversely whether Bradley's own gender view does not
g r a d d y change fiom matriarchy to egalitarianism, proving that their respective gender
utopias cannot entirely be supported.
It is hoped that this study will contribute to the great body of schokly work that

has dealt with Malory's Le Morte Darthur. The modem literary interest in Malory began in
1934 when W.F. Oakeshott found a manuscript of Le Morte Darthur that differed from

William Caxton's publication of the work. Critics then became concerned not o d y with
i d e n t e h g which text better reflected Malory's thoughts but also with the identity of its
author, arguing over which of three h o w n Thomas Malorys might have WTitten the work,
as several possible authors arose. Connected with the question of authorship was one of
structure. It was asked whether one should read Le Morte Darthur as a continuous coherent
set of stories or as separate tales, a debate that was engendered by Eugène Vinaver in his
introduction to the fkst publication of the Winchester manuscript. Moreover, the sources of
Malory's translation and summary was also debated wMe later studies analyzed Malory's
onginality and came to emphasize how Caxton's editing innuenced the structure of the

work, how Malory contrïbuted to the legend, and how his work reflected medieval English
culture. Such had been the main topics of debate in Malorian studies.
Recent works on Malory, however, have focused on feminist issues, and it is to
these studies that this work bas aimed at contributing. Articles and essays dealing with
gender issues have rnostly focused on characterization. For example, Ginger Thornton and

Krista May's "Malory as Feminist? the Role of Percival's Sister in the GraiI Quest" have
studied Percival's sister as a character that reveals Malory's proto-feminism. Yet, Thornton
and May' s interpretation of Mdory as a ferninist is not the only work that asserts him to be
innovative in his writing of Le Morte Darthur. For instance, Martin B. Shichtrnan in his

"EIaùie and Guinevere: Gender and Historical Consciousness in the Middle Ages" has
argued that Malory had been conscious of the concept of time and evolution unlike the
average medieval individual who saw all things as etemal with what Derek Brewer termed
''îhe archaic mind". These scholarly works have allowed Malory's text to be re-appraised

and re-interpreted in light of modem issues that include gender ide& and viewpoints, and
this present thesis has sought to contniute to this recent trend in Malorian studies.

In keeping with feminist literary criticism that deals essentiaIIy with the causes
and the nature of human oppression, this thesis has &O analyzed Bradley's The Mists of
Avalon in cornparison with Mdory's manuscript in order to define the two diverging
gender views of patriarchy and matriarchy as they are respectively described in the two
works. Because matriarchy and patriarchy are each portrayed in the respect ive works as
ideologies to be supported, the genre of utopia becornes attractive to consider and to
employ for Malory and Bradley, as utopic literature deah with providing a solution to
social flaws and to reiieving the oppressed by k i n g a perfect setting. Bradley's use of

feminist utopias in thibody of her works involving irnaginary worlds where women Iive in
supremacy has already been considered in Libby Falk Jones's Feminism. Utopia. and
Narrative. Most feminist critics of Bradley have exarnined her science-fiction, ignoring her
re-tellhg of histoncd legends such as those of the prophetess Cassandra and the fdl of
Troy in The Firebrand and that of King Arthur in The Mists of Avalon. This is the reason

why the interest of the present study lies in utopic elements of femininity in The Mists of
Avalon, assuming that Bradley attempted to te-create once more a feminist utopic setting,
this time by reassessing the past. A few articles have dealt with the themes of
homosexuality, paganism, and the portrayal of women in Bradley's work However, no
thorough shidy has been made of the m e r in which both Bradley and Malory use utopic
elements to depict their own opposing ideaIs of the ferninine gender. This thesis therefore
has aiso aimed at Mfilling such a Iack.

In conclusion to these points, it is hoped that this work wiil be foIlowed by M e r
studies of the manner in which Malory uses the setting of Arthur's kingdom as a utopia and
how he supports patriarchy. This will open the door to the writing of a greater number of
analyses on gender depiction in classical texts that wilI allow us to gain better
edightenment about the condition of women in the past. Moreover, this work attempts to
encourage more studies on Bradley's use of Avalon as a utopia in The Mists of Avalon and
her support of feminist gender views in her entire fiction By attempting such an analysis,

these scholarly works wiil answer Lee Ann Tobin in her article 'Why Change the Arthur
Story? Marion Zimrner Bradley's The Mists ofAvalon," when she notes that, "most of the
material on Bradley has been 'preliminary'- dealing with her [Bradley's] sources,
summarising the book's plot, or placing her in the Arthurian or fantasy tradition" (15611.).

Furthermore, the cornparison between Mdory and Bradley on which this thesis focuses
pennits one to defhe the diverging gender viewpoints that two authors might have even

though they narrate an essentiauy similar plot, and it is hoped that this will aIlow a greater
understanding of how our modern gender views have evolved through tirne and thereby of

how our society now hctiorls.
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